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Abstract

The purpose of vision is to find behaviorally relevant structure in the ever-flowing

chaos of sensory input. In the primate, this goal is achieved by a hierarchy of cortical

areas that extract increasingly complex forms of information from the light arriving

at the retina. Despite success characterizing the early stages of this pathway – the

retina, the lateral geniculate nucleus, and primary visual cortex (V1) – we have a

poor understanding of how transformations in later stages yield selectivity for the

complex shapes and objects that primates readily recognize.

According to a classical, constructionist view, the later stages of the visual

system assemble elementary inputs – like the oriented features encoded by V1 – into

larger and more complex combinations, capturing the structural relationships that

determine the visual world. But this approach has stumbled on the enigmatic second

visual area, V2, whose neurons defy our intuitions about how to begin segmenting

scenes and encoding the shapes of objects.

In this thesis we develop a framework for the study of intermediate visual pro-

cessing in the primate, focused on computation and representation in area V2.

Rather than try to predict the responses of visual neurons to arbitrary inputs, we

test hypotheses about their function by generating targeted experimental stimuli.

The stimuli we use reflect the messy statistical reality of natural images, rather

than intuitions about object construction. We identify novel responses properties in
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macaque and human V2 that robustly di↵erentiates it from V1. We propose mech-

anistic explanations for these properties by contextualizing them among existing

models of hierarchical computation. And we link these properties to several percep-

tual capabilities – and limits – that appear to depend specifically on processing in

V2, and imply striking consequences for everyday vision.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The problem of vision

Here lay a way to formulate the purpose of vision – building a description

of the shapes and positions of things from images. Of course, that is

by no means all that vision can do; it also tells about the illumination

and about the reflectances of the surfaces that make the shapes – their

brightness and colors and visual textures – and about their motion. But

these things seemed secondary; they could be hung o↵ a theory in which

the main job of vision was to derive a representation of shape.

– David Marr

These words articulate an intuitive notion of how vision works. We look around

the world and see shapes and objects that interest us. We point to them, talk about

them, interact with them. And we segment the world into these objects by using
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the cascade of neuronal processing in our brain’s visual system, which implements

the computations and algorithms required for the task.

Marr championed this constructionist view of how the world is assembled and

how the visual system segments it, and visual neuroscience has been endowed with

it ever since. Adelson put it crisply: “Our world contains both things and stu↵, but

things tend to get the attention” [1].

But the focus on individuation did not begin with Marr. It has appeared across

several philosophical and epistemological traditions, a few of which bear mention-

ing. The philosophers of the high middle-ages, especially Thomas Aquinas, inherited

from Aristotle a rigid naturalism that linked understanding an object to perceiving

its material form. Unlike Plato, for whom the forms of things were abstract con-

cepts to be apprehended through argument and logic, Aristotle, and later Aquinas,

emphasized that forms were to be found in the material, perceptible world. In A

Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, one of James Joyce’s characters, the univer-

sity student Stephen, provides a flowery account of Aquinas’ epistemology: “Look

at the basket, he said . . . In order to see that basket, said Stephen, your mind first of

all separates the basket from the rest of the visible universe which is not the basket.

The first phase of apprehension is a bounding line drawn about the object to be

apprehended . . . the esthetic image is first luminously apprehended as selfbounded

and selfcontained upon the immeasurable background of space and time which is

not it. You apprehend it as one thing. You see it as one whole. You apprehend its

wholeness. That is integritas.”1 For Aquinas, seeing material objects was crucial to

understanding them – an early epistemological cornerstone of the scientific method

– and he particularly emphasized seeing objects.

An emphasis on individuation of objects is also rooted in traditional accounts

of how humans use language. In explaining his “picture theory of language,” Saint
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Augustine describes his memory of learning, as a small child, to identify objects

with words; “When they (my elders) named some object, and accordingly moved

towards something, I saw this and I grasped that the thing was called by the sound

they uttered when they meant to point it out. Their intention was shown by the

bodily movements, as it were the natural language of all peoples; the expression

of the face, the play of the eyes, the movement of other parts of the body, and

the tone of voice when expressed our state of mind in seeking, having, rejecting or

avoiding something. Thus, as I heard words repeatedly used in their propoer places

in various sentences, I gradually learnt to understand what objects they signified;

and after I had trained my mouth to form these signs, I used them to express my

own desires. ”2 Wittgenstein was drawn to this intuitive notion that “individual

words in language name objects,” and his early work articulated a theory according

to which the meaning of a statement about objects in the world is evaluated via a

correspondence between the ontological organization of the world into individuated

elements, and the logical structure of the words we use to describe those elements

and the relationships among them.

In later work, however, Wittgenstein recognized as a naive temptation both the

assumption that the world is so organized and individuated, and the assumption

that language and perception glom onto its precise structure. Crucial to his critique

was the idea that the meaning of words are as rooted in their correspondence to

things in the world as they are to one another, and the complex social discourses in

which they are used. Concepts do not delineate precise categories, but rather form

fluid networks or families in which ideas, and words, resemble one another.

The fluidity of linguistic concepts mirrors the fluid ontology of objects. Natural

images – the ordinary input to the visual system – primarily contain complicated

mixtures of stu↵, like textures and colors, and only occasionally the sharp outline
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of an object. In real images, patterns can appear both distinct and object-like

or statistical and textural depending on the scale at which we perceive them: an

isolated face may be a distinct object, but a crowd of faces becomes a texture. Most

ordinary objects are also not defined purely by their shape or by their texture, but

by some fluid mixture of the two. Adelson describes such a tension when struggling

to capture the defining features of a tree: it “is not a shape that can be template

matched, since the particular branches are di↵erent for every tree”. But “it is not a

texture either, since there is a top and a bottom, and a textural quality that changes

from one part to another” [1].

The crisp organization of the world into objects may thus be a distracting intu-

ition, abstracted from the mechanisms of vision. Indeed, animals much simpler than

primates are highly visual: a bee presumably navigates the garden by seeking out

textures and colors in its sensory input. Nevertheless, it may not carefully delineate

an ontology of di↵erent plants and flowers, nor does its survival depend on doing

so. This idea is echoed in the “ecological psychology” of Merleau-Ponty and Gibson

who, among others, argued that vision is a process of continually interrogating the

world in order to extract properties of interest. The function of the brain, Gibson

claimed, is to “seek and extract information about the environment from the flowing

array of ambient energy.”3 But whether or not the extracted information is a set of

object categories, or a rich mess of texture and stu↵, may be irrelevant.

Most significantly, and most relevant to this thesis, is that the constructionist

program has stumbled when trying to map its computations onto the structure

and function of the primate visual system. The goal of visual neuroscience is to

“understand vision in physiological terms” and delineate how the physiology supports

and constrains visual perception and action [112]. For decades, experimenters have

traced the flow of visual signals through the neurophysiolgy of the early visual
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system, from the retina, to LGN, to primary visual cortex (V1). The responses

of neurons in each of these areas can be reasonably well described using compact

phenomenological, or functional, models that relate the visual input to the response.

Neurons in these early areas encode information about local spatial and temporal

contrast, and orientation. In particular, Hubel and Wiesel’s success identifying the

basic properties and mechanisms of orientation selectivity in V1, and capturing the

construction of these properties with simple feed forward models [110], held great

promise for characterizing later stages. But carrying this project forward has been

a surprisingly formidable challenge. As Hubel wrote in a retrospective on current

major problems of neuroscience, “We have almost no examples of neural structures

in which we know the di↵erence between the information coming in and what is

going out-what the structure is for. We have some idea of the answer for the retina,

the lateral geniculate body, and the primary visual cortex, but thats about it” [109].

Most e↵orts have taken the individuation of objects as a key goal. In some

downstream areas of the ventral stream, like V4 and IT (inferotemporal cortex),

neurons have been identified that exhibit selectivity to particular object categories

or complex shapes, with responses that tolerate variation in the size, location, or

surrounding context of the input [14, 117, 208, 138, 60, 115, 241, 189]. But it

remains unclear how the stages of processing between V1 and these later areas

achieve such complex responses. Perhaps most enigmatic is the second visual area,

V2. Given its location, between V1 and downstream areas, it is tempting to imagine

that V2 begins constructing selectivity to the elements that make up objects. Many

experiments in V2 have been directly motivated by that intuition – for example,

measuring the responses of V2 neurons to angles, curves, and other features that

resemble the bits and pieces of objects [102, 103]. These studies have identified

subpopulations of V2 neurons with distinctive response properties, but none have
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identified properties that robustly di↵erentiate neurons in V2 from those in V1

[171, 116, 225, 129, 141, 102, 103, 63].

Parallel e↵orts in computer vision have constructed hierarchical systems that

mimic perceptual tasks performed by humans, like object recognition [90, 78, 49,

179, 181, 197]. Many of these systems perform well in limited problem domains, but

fail when confronted with the rich input variability encountered during real-world

recognition [61, 173]. Notably, although the high-level representations of some of

these models have been linked to properties of IT neurons, and related hierarchical

models have predicted forms of selectivity found in V4 [32], the intermediate compu-

tations of these models have neither described nor predicted properties of neurons in

V2. New insights into how V2 begins the biological solution to pattern recognition

could have a profound impact on representational strategies in computer vision, as

well as implications for human perception.

This thesis describes a series of investigations – physiological, perceptual, and

computational – probing the function of primate V2. As will be explained, our

progress in this endeavor reflects, in large part, a critique of Marr’s guiding princi-

ple of object individuation. At the same time, the inter-disciplinary nature of the

work is indebted to Marr. He postulated that any information processing system

must be understood at three distinct levels – computational theory, representation

and algorithm, and implementation. The complexity of a problem like V2 has com-

pelled us to engage all three of these levels, simultaneously wherever possible. This

methodological combination has been crucial to our success in V2, and will likely

be important to success describing intermediate computation in other systems.
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1.2 Structure of the thesis

In the next Chapter, we review in more detail the visual pathways of the primate,

emphasizing previous experimental e↵orts in V2. We also describe computational

and psychophysical investigations into possible intermediate stages of visual repre-

sentation, emphasizing those that have directly motivated the experiments described

in this thesis.

Chapter 3 introduces a new approach to studying V2. We describe the generation

of synthetic, stochastic experimental stimuli that are based on naturally-occuring

images of visual texture. We establish that neurons in V2 are robustly distinguished

from neurons in V1 in their responses to these stimuli. Parallel experiments in

humans using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) establish sensitivity to

the same image features in human V2 but not V1.

Chapter 4 presents specific links between the physiological responses described

in Chapter 3, and perceptual sensitivities to the same stimuli. We establish a form of

perceptual sensitivity to stimuli containing naturalistic features (compared to stim-

uli lacking them), and also a form of perceptual invariance in which distinct images

appear similar because they share the same statistical properties. We describe phys-

iological correlates of both perceptual properties, implying the behavioral relevance

of neuronal responses in V2.

In Chapter 5, we describe a perceptual consequence of the V2 representation es-

tablished in the preceding chapters. We show that it predicts novel visual metamers

– heterogeneous images that are physically di↵erent, but appear similar because they

yield similar neuronal responses in V2 populations. We describe behavioral experi-

ments documenting the perception of these metamers and linking them specifically

to V2, and end by discussing the consequences of these metamers for everyday vision
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and the phenomenon of visual crowding.

Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of this thesis, emphasizing both what

we have learned about V2 but also the puzzles that remain, and guidelines for how

to explore them further.

It bears mention that the work described in this thesis was performed in an

order opposite to how it is presented here. We performed the metamer experi-

ments described in Chapter 5 first. In those experiments, we identified an indirect

link between a perceptual model and known physiological properties of V2 neu-

rons, specifically, the size of their receptive fields. This motivated us to perform

the physiological and fMRI experiments exploring V2 described in Chapters 3 and

4. The order presented here is more conceptually coherent, but we consider the

order in which the work was done a testament to the power of computation and

psychophysics in guiding physiological investigation.

Notes

1From A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by James Joyce, as quoted by Jeremiah Hackett

in his essay “Duns Scotus: A Brief Introduction to his Life and Thought”, Studies in Scottish

Literature, 26(1):37, 1991.

2From The Confessions by Saint Augustine, as quoted by Ludwig Wittgenstein in the intro to

The Philosophical Investigations, New York, NY: Pearson, 1973.

3From The Senses Considered as Perceptual Systems by J. J. Gibson, as quoted by David Marr

in Vision, New York, NY: W. H Freeman and Co, 1982.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Summary of visual pathways

Visual processing in primates is hierarchical [68], with a sequence of areas that

process increasingly complex forms of information, from the retina, to the lateral

geniculate nucleus (LGN), to primary visual cortex (V1) and the second visual area

(V2), and then the extrastriate areas of the dorsal and ventral streams. Areas in the

dorsal stream, most notably MT and MST, are involved in the processing of visual

motion, whereas ventral areas, including V4, and inferotemporal cortex (IT), have

been linked to the representation of complex visual patterns and objects [218, 59].

All of these areas – their sizes, and the relationships among them – are depicted

anatomically in Figure 2.1 and schematically in Figure 2.2.

Neurons at early stages of visual processing have been characterized by describ-

ing the functional relationship between the visual input and their response. Many

neurons in both the retina and LGN can be characterized using a linear-nonlinear

(LN) model [42, 35] (see Figure 2.3). The LN model describes a neuron as encoding

a visual feature in a particular location of the visual field, determined by its linear
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Figure 2.1: Anatomy of the macaque cortex. Lateral and medial views (left) and flattened

cortex (right), adapted from [219].

receptive field, followed by a non-linear rectifying function that converts the linear

filter output to a prediction of (non-negative) firing rate [35]. The properties of

the linear receptive field can be recovered by measuring responses to simple noise

stimuli and performing maximum likelihood estimation [203, 42, 172, 194], or mea-

suring responses to sinusoidal gratings and employing the theory of linear systems

[66, 151]. Even in the retina, there exist cell types that exhibit non-linear forms of

spatial integration [66]. Y-cells in the cat, for example, exhibit a frequency doubled
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Figure 2.2: Hierarchical organization of the primate visual system, adapted from [228]

after [68]. The size of each box is proportional to cortical surface area, and line thickness

is proportional to the number of fibers connecting each area.

response to high spatial frequency contrast-modulating gratings, stimuli that ought

to cancel within the neuron’s linear receptive field according to the LN model. These

non-linear properties have been characterized using hierarchical “subunit” models

with two stages of linear integration and non-linearity [106, 224, 223].

The first visual cortical area, V1, is also relatively well characterized in terms of

its circuitry and function [111, 113, 151, 150, 130]. Its neurons exhibit sensitivity to

the local orientation and spatial frequency of a visual stimulus. Some “simple” V1

neurons can be well described with a linear receptive field followed by a nonlinearity,

and the properties of the linear filter can be recovered by measuring responses to
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Figure 2.3: Models commonly used to describe responses in the retina, LGN, and V1.

The image in each box depicts a linear receptive field, and the functions depict point-wise

nonlinearities (e.g. rectification or squaring).

simple noise or sinusoidal grating stimuli. “Complex” cells are similarly orientation-

tuned, but exhibit insensitivity to the precise position of a stimulus; their responses

to gratings are, at least to some extent, invariant to spatial phase [111, 150, 151].

This property is elegantly captured by the “energy model”, which sums and squares

the output of two phase-shifted oriented receptive fields to capture insensitivity to

phase [2] (Figure 2.3). Real V1 neurons, however, are typically neither perfectly

simple nor complex. Their diversity can be captured by more general “quadratic” or

“subunit” models that employ a feedforward combination of rectified or squared

linear filter responses, analogous to the hierarchical model described above for

nonlinear retinal ganglion cells [150, 151, 97, 37, 187, 41, 207, 225]. Finally,

adding divisive gain control to these models helps capture other non-linear e↵ects,

such as cross-orientation masking, surround suppression, and response saturation

[7, 20, 37, 227, 55, 40, 85, 97, 31, 207]. Together, these e↵orts have yielded compact

functional models that successfully capture selectivity in V1 for orientation, spatial
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frequency, binocular disparity, and color [150, 151, 54, 187, 213, 158, 107, 191], and

can account for most of the explainable variance in V1 responses to simple stimuli

[187] and much of the variance in responses to natural stimuli [51, 237].

According to the classical hierarchical view [68, 110], higher extra-striate areas,

including V2, V4, IT, and MT, integrate inputs from V1 to encode more complex

features of the visual input. In the process, cells simultaneously become selective

for specific image features, develop complex forms of invariance, and become more

di↵erentiated from one another in their responses [46, 60]. Consequently, linking

single cell responses to the input becomes more di�cult. The simple one-stage or

two-stage models discussed thus far cannot capture the more complex relationship

between stimulus and response. Similarly, stimuli used to study earlier stages (e.g.

white noise and gratings) are insu�cient because they rarely contain the special

features that drive these cells to respond.

Two areas of investigation in extrastriate cortex have been notably successful.

First is the characterization of how neurons in extrastriate area MT encode vi-

sual motion information. The understanding of MT began with the discovery of

pattern-motion selectivity [149], and this robust phenomenon provided a basis for

subsequent modeling and characterization. A two-stage cascade model accounts

for this property of MT neurons and explains a variety of related psychophysical

and neuronal phenomena [201]. The same model can also be used to predict sin-

gle neuron responses to rich ensembles of motion stimuli [186]. Some of these

electrophysiological findings in macaques have been corroborated in humans using

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [99, 114].

There has also been success characterizing responses of extrastriate ventral ar-

eas V4 and IT. Neurons in IT exhibit selectivity to highly complex patterns and

objects [208, 138, 60, 61], and their responses also tolerate a variety of physical
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transformations, like changes in size and position [14, 117, 115, 241, 189]. Sim-

ilarly, fMRI studies have identified several areas in human inferotemporal cortex

involved in representing complex object categories, including faces, scenes, words,

and bodies [92, 216, 122, 9]. In V4, neurons are selective to properties of visual

shape, such as the curvature of visual surfaces and contours [79, 165, 166, 25]. A

comprehensive and elegant comparative study showed that population responses to

natural object stimuli change systematically from V4 to IT, becoming both more

selective to object stimuli and more tolerant to particular physically-realized trans-

formations [189, 76]. But few if any of these studies have captured, functionally,

how neurons at these later stages achieve their selectivities and tolerances through

computations applied to images, as mediated by earlier stages, like V2. Rather,

they have demonstrated tuning along predefined and behaviorally relevant feature

dimensions, leaving unsolved the problem of how that selectivity is achieved.

2.2 The second visual area

Among extra-striate areas, the second visual area, V2, has been the most enig-

matic. This is perhaps expected given its location in the visual hierarchy. V2 is

farther removed from the input than V1, making direct characterization di�cult or

impossible. But it is also far from the “top” of the hierarchy, so unlike in IT or even

V4, its neurons may be only indirectly involved in the representation of particular

objects or object features.

V2 is the major recipient of feedforward projections from V1, and depends on V1

for its function [193]. V2 neurons receive functionally diverse V1 inputs, including

both simple and complex cells with a variety of receptive field sizes and orientation

and spatial frequency preferences [63]. V2 neurons themselves are selective to local
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orientation, and are broadly similar to neurons in V1 in their orientation selectivity

and spatial and temporal tuning [133], except that they have receptive fields nearly

twice the size of those in V1 [81, 62, 199]. Lesions of V2 preserve normal acuity and

contrast sensitivity, but impair the discrimination of visual texture patterns [146],

which suggests a role for V2 in processing complex stimuli, but fails to constrain

the form of its representation.

Most attempts to discover distinct properties of V2 neurons have taken one of

two approaches. The first draws on the constructionist agenda described in Chapter

1: if the goal of the visual system is to encode objects, then V2 neurons ought

to respond selectivity to the elementary features of objects, more complex than

local orientation, but less complex than entire objects (or even entire contours and

surfaces). Thus, studies have measured responses in V2 to the local angle between

line segments [116], the presence of illusory or anomalous contours [171, 129],

the curvature of local line elements [102, 103] (examples in Figure 2.4), or “second-

order” patterns containing distinct local sub-regions that are similar in luminance but

di↵erent in texture [64]. These are visual elements with moderate complexity that

would seem to be the building blocks of complex shapes and objects. Subpopulations

of V2 neurons exhibit unique responses to these stimulus classes, but when V1 and

V2 have been directly compared, di↵erences are small [129, 141, 103, 64]. fMRI

studies in humans have used adaptation to demonstrate sensitivity to some of these

features in extrastriate cortex, including anomalous contours [147] and second-order

texture patterns [128, 95]. In both cases, inferred neuronal selectivity was modest

(and comparable) in V1 and V2, and stronger in later extrastriate areas, like V4

and IT. A role for higher areas in processing these features was also suggested by

a V4 lesion study, which identified significant deficits in processing texture-defined

patterns and anomalous contours [234].
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Figure 2.4: Two example V2 neurons that show selectivity to corners (above) and spiral

patterns (below) (adapted from [102]).

Why were these approaches unsuccessful in robustly distinguishing V2 from V1?

First, if V2 neurons indeed encode complex features, any individual neuron is likely

to be selective for a narrow subset, but with tolerances to changes in position (or

other dimensions). Without a principled guess, searching for the feature(s) that

drive each neuron is di�cult given the vast array of possibilities. Curvature and

texture-defined borders reflect sensible, but somewhat arbitrary, intuitions, and may

not map squarely onto computation in the visual system.

A second concern, particular to the approach of Hegdé and colleagues (e.g. Fig-

ure 2.4), is the failure to consider “selectivity” in a feature space with respect to

computations performed on the visual input. As a result, it is possible to identify re-

sponse properties that are superficially interesting, but permit simpler explanations.

Consider the family of shapes in Figure 2.4, reproduced in Figure 2.5. Compara-

tive analyses of the distribution of shape preference across many recorded neurons
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reveal few di↵erences between V1 and V2, or even V4 (Figure 2.5). But in each

area, there are significant fractions of neurons that prefer shapes other than gratings

or simple bar stimuli – what does that demonstrate about the neuronal response?

A simple simulation is instructive (Figure 2.5).4 We first compute the outputs of

simple V1-like LN model neurons on each stimulus. For each model neuron, we

find the stimulus eliciting the largest response, and we report the fraction of model

neurons (out of 1000) for which each stimulus was preferred (Figure 2.5). We use

only one orientation because, in the experiments, the stimulus set was rotated based

on the preferred orientation of the neuron, but we randomize the spatial scale. If

the filter is centered precisely on the stimulus, the V1-like model neurons prefer

only the grating or the bar, clearly deviating from the measured physiological dis-

tributions. If, however, we randomize the position of the filter, we find that nearly

70% of model neurons prefer a stimulus other than the simple bar or grating. This

arises because of mismatches between the filter center and the stimulus, and any

physiologist knows that it is non-trivial to confidently and precisely find the center

of a receptive field.

Hegdé et al. tried to control for positional jitter, and reported that it had a

minimal e↵ect on selectivity [102]. There also remain di↵erences between the mea-

sured distribution and that predicted by the simplest V1-like model. So let us now

consider a “simple” V2 model, in which two oriented filters are combined into one.

The resulting distribution of preference more closely resembles that of the neurons

(e.g. the slightly higher tendency to prefer spirals and orientation combinations)

(Figure 2.5). This would seem to suggest that some cells, in each area, linearly

combine local orientated inputs. But it could also be a red herring. Randomly com-

bining orientated filters yields a filter with inhomogenous spatial structure; complex

forms of spatial inhomogeneity [190, 158, 209], especially when coupled with center-
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Figure 2.6: Responses of an example V2 neuron that signals border ownership (adapted

from [240]). The circle indicates the neuron’s receptive field; the figure (the square) is

presented to its left or right. Rasters show responses to multiple trials (rows) of di↵erent

duration.

surround interactions, or cross-orientation suppression [37, 40, 39, 227, 77], could

explain the physiological distributions. This brand of exercise is an existence proof

at best, limited by the vast array of possible models. Perhaps more deflating is that

the stimulus set fails to di↵erentiate V2 from V1, so there may be little worth trying

to explain.

One particularly interesting class of stimuli derived from intuitions about surfaces

and shapes have more successfully di↵erentiated V2 neurons from those in V1. In

several experiments, Von der Heydt and colleagues have measured the responses of

V2 neurons to edges induced by presenting a square (“the figure”) on a uniform

background (“the ground”) (Figure 2.6). Changing the luminance of the square or

the background yields edges that can be specified either by the luminance on either

side of the edge, or whether the left (or right) of the edge belongs to the figure (or

the ground). A minority of neurons in V2 robustly signal the location of the figure

relative to the edge, but are invariant to the edge’s polarity. This “border-ownership”
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from [8]). The underlying model (left) is that V2 neurons linearly combine V1-like

orientation-tuned filters at di↵erent spatial locations.

property may be related to feedforward processing, or attentional modulation, or

some combination of the two. Some border-related signals can be computed through

feed-forward or lateral signaling [48, 86], but border-ownership responses are only

present in awake animals, interact with or depend on attentional a↵ects [176, 67],

and may reflect feedback from higher higher areas like V4 that are involved with

processing visual surfaces.5

A complementary approach to V2 emphasizes that V2 receives its primary in-

puts from V1, and may perform relatively simple computations on that input. Two

studies, specifically, have analyzed V2 receptive fields in terms of V1 inputs, by

presenting random mixtures of local oriented elements, and characterizing V2 neu-

rons as linearly combining those elements [8, 225]. For the most part, V2 neurons

characterized this way are similar to neurons in V1, exhibiting a global orientation

preference across the receptive field. But some neurons exhibit diversity in orien-

tation preference across space that suggests sensitivity to local curvature or other
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complex features [8] (Figure 2.7).

These e↵orts focus on a simple class of combination rules. As will be discussed

more below, linear combinations of rectified V1 inputs are limited in their repre-

sentational power. Furthermore, stimuli based on this combination rule resemble

filtered, oriented noise, lacking many of the complex features of natural images. If

V2 represents such features, distinguishing it from V1 ought to require stimuli that

contain them. A final study by Willmore et al. (2010) combined the above modeling

approach with natural stimulation; they measured the responses of V2 neurons to

natural photographs, and modeled the responses using a feedforward computation

with a set of V1-like filter outputs followed by linear combination [237]. They found

that V2 neurons exhibited more tuned suppression than V1 neurons, but otherwise

identified few notable di↵erences. The tuning they recovered is also complicated by

the uncontrolled statistical properties of natural images. When selectivity is itself

complex, it can be di�cult, when fitting a feedforward cascade model, to distin-

guish between properties that reflect neuronal selectivity and properties that reflect

dependencies within the stimulus [187].

In summary, over decades of physiological investigation, progress in V2 has

faced experimental and conceptual di�culties. If V2 neurons are encoding complex

features, it is impossible to sample all features in order to find the ones that an

individual V2 neuron cares about. Simple combinations of local oriented elements

do not elicit di↵erential or selective responses in most V2 neurons. Assessing tuning

along more complex feature dimensions like contours and curvature yields results

that are di�cult to interpret in terms of computations applied to the visual input,

because such e↵orts are motivated more by constructionist intuitions about the

building blocks of shapes. Natural images of scenes and objects may contain the

features that V2 neurons care about, but are di�cult to control experimentally, and
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complex features appear in natural photographs of scenes and objects only sparsely,

so searching for the one image that drives a V2 neuron is likely searching for a

needle in a haystack. Experiments with natural images have also been wedded to

simple models based on linear combination of V1 input, which may be insu�cient for

representing more complex natural image features, as discussed in the next section.

2.3 Computation and theory

In parallel to physiological investigations, theorists have tried to identify normative,

computational principles of visual coding. One approach is based on the theory

of e�cient coding, according to which the visual system is optimized to represent

natural signals [13, 202]. Models that aim to e�ciently represent natural images

have revealed key statistical properties and have provided normative explanations of

coding in the early visual system.

Many of these models adopt a “generative framework”, representing an image

as a linear combination of basis elements. Ignoring color, we denote a vectorized

grayscale image as ~y, and represent it as a weighted sum of basis vectors ~b
i

:

~y =

X

i

~

b

i

x

i

(2.1)

The weight variables x
i

encode the relative contribution of each basis, and di↵erent

images will induce di↵erent values for the x

i

s. What is the best basis for natural

images? The answer depends on the objective. One solution is based on principal

components analysis (PCA), which identifies basis directions that capture maximal

variance in the input distribution and for which the coe�cients x

i

are pairwise

decorrelated. Because adjacent pixels in natural images are correlated, and due to
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the translation invariance of images, the PCA basis for natural images is the Fourier

basis, with larger weights on lower frequency components. This recovers the well

described “1/f” property of natural images [212, 185], according to which spectral

power falls as as a function of spatial frequency.

More complicated models seek a linear basis that maximizes the sparsity of

the inferred weight variables [163] or makes them as independent as possible [15,

16]. The two optimization procedures are related, and both yield bases that are

localized and oriented rather than the large sinusoidal gratings recovered by PCA,

and comparable to receptive fields of neurons in primary visual cortex.

Much has been made of this correspondence [221], but it is complicated to

interpret. First, it is not clear why a simple linear model operating directly on image

pixels should recover receptive field properties fairly deep into the visual system, as

opposed to learning filters matched, for example, to the retina. Put another way,

why are retinal ganglion cell receptive fields not orientation tuned? Second, these

linear models, on their own, fail to reproduce much of the important structure in

natural images: random combinations of the basis elements, for PCA, ICA, and

sparse coding, contain few of the structures and textures found in natural images,

and instead tend to resemble di↵erent kinds of clouds [202, 123].

Furthermore, independent components analysis fails to recover components that

are independent. When applied to natural signals, the outputs of the resulting local

oriented filters exhibit substantial residual dependencies. This was first described

in the domain of wavelet filters [200], and used to substantially improve image

compression [29]. An example of such dependencies is illustrated in Figure 2.8.

We took an image of a natural texture, and computed at each location in the

image the output of two filters, tuned to vertical orientation, at two di↵erent spatial

frequencies. Each column of the joint filter histograms (in the middle) shows the
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Figure 2.8: The outputs of local filters exhibit strong dependencies when applied to a

natural texture image, but not a spectrally-matched image with random phase. When

an image is processed with oriented-tuned filters at two spatial frequencies (coarse and

fine) (left), the conditional variance of one filter output depends on the value of the other

(middle). The relationship becomes a correlation when using a phase-invariant measure

of magnitude (right).

distribution of the coarse-scale filter response conditional on fixed values of the fine-

scale filter response. Although there is only weak linear correlation between the two

filter responses, the “bow-tie” pattern reveals that the variance of the conditional

distribution depends on the magnitude of the fine-scale filter response. This can

be converted to a simple correlation by working with the magnitudes of the filter

responses. We specifically use a phase-invariant measure of magnitude; we evaluate

the output of a pair of filters in quadrature pair, tuned to the same orientation and

frequency, one symmetric, one anti-symmetric, and compute the square root of the

sum of the squared responses. Relating magnitudes of the two filters clearly reveals

a correlation (right-most plot in Figure 2.8). This form of dependency occurs for a
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variety of filter combinations. Many pairwise comparisons yield positive correlations

(e.g. across positions or across scales), though correlations across orientation can

be negative when, for example, structure at one orientation tends to occur precisely

at locations that do not contain an orthogonal orientation. Importantly, these

correlations are properties of natural signals, because they do not appear in images

of phase-randomized spectral noise (an example is shown in the bottom row of

Figure 2.8).

An intuition for these dependencies is that natural images tend to contain regions

with little structure or oriented energy, interdigitated with isolated structures, such

as extended and aligned curves or edges, that produce energy across multiple scales

at the same spatial location, and also across multiple locations, if the structure

is spatially extended. Examine the subbands in Figure 2.8, for example, which

show magnitudes at each location in the image for the two filters, fine and coarse.

For the natural image, at any given location, large energy for one filter co-occurs

with large energy in the other (the red circle depicts one such location). Similar

correspondences occur less frequently in spectrally-matched noise.

Three notable, and related, models have incorporated these magnitude depen-

dencies. Schwartz and Simoncelli (2001) argued that if the magnitude of a linear

filter is correlated with the magnitude of other nearby filters, the dependency can

be eliminated through divisive normalization [97], by dividing the magnitude of

each filter by a local estimate of the magnitudes of the others [195]. Specifically,

Schwartz and Simoncelli modeled each filter response r

i

by projecting the image

onto the filter, squaring, and dividing by a weighted sum of squared responses to

other filters:

r

i

=

(~y

T

~

b

i

)

2

P
j

w

ij

(~y

T

~

b

j

)

2
+ c

(2.2)
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eliminates the statistical dependency depicted in Figure 2.8 (adapted from [195])

The weights w
ij

must be positive to avoid a 0 in the denominator. Optimizing the

model involved learning a set of weights w
ij

such that, when computed on natural

images, the distribution of the responses were as close as possible to a distribution, a

factorized gaussian, in which the responses were approximately independent. After

weight learning, applying the computation to natural signals yielded independent

responses, as shown in Figure 2.9. The responses of the learned normalized filters

to simple grating stimuli also reproduced non-linear response properties found in

V1, such as cross-orientation and surround suppression [195].

Karklin and Lewicki (2008) proposed a di↵erent account of magnitude depen-

dencies, working in the framework of e�cient coding, but extending those methods
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to capture dependencies across filter responses [123]. They specifically modeled

image patches ~y as arising from a multivariate Gaussian distribution,

P (~y|~x) = N(µ,C) (2.3)

where the logarithm of the covariance matrix C is determined by a population of

model neurons x
j

that weight the relative correlation of di↵erent basis filters

logC =

X

jk

x

j

w

jk

~

b

j

~

b

T

k

(2.4)

The x
j

are the activations of model neurons, and the vectors ~b
k

are simple oriented

V1-like filters; the matrix logarithm is used to define a basis for the covariance matrix

because the inverse operation, the matrix exponential, always yields a positive semi-

definite covariance matrix. The key of the model is that the neuronal “activations”

x

j

tie together weights w
jk

that control the degree to which combinations of filters

~

b

k

occur with similar magnitude. Karklin and Lewicki “trained” the model on natural

images by finding parameters to maximize the likelihood of an image ensemble, and

learned sets of w
jk

, for each of several model neurons x
j

, that reflected typical filter

co-occurrences.

One of their learned model neurons is shown in Figure 2.10. It has, in its weights

to di↵erent filters, encoded a complex mix of dependencies across two orientations

and two di↵erent locations. In the color plot, each of the lines correspond to a

filter ~b
k

– the orientation and width of the line depict its orientation and spatial

frequency preference. The colors, red to blue, indicate positive or negative weights.

The panels on the right show a subset of filters that have positive or negative

weights. We can think of this model neuron as having encoded, implicitly in its
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Figure 2.10: Training a statistical model of images yields model neurons that reflect

magnitude dependencies by di↵erentially weighting V1-like filters (adapted from [123]).

learned weights, the fact that a combination of orientations occurs frequently in

natural images. When presented with an image, this neuron’s response depends

(approximately) on a weighted sum of squared projections onto each of the filters.

As such, these learned “subunits” are analogous to the multiple filters used to

describe V1 complex cells [188], and indeed, Karklin and Lewicki found that their

model neurons reproduced many nonlinear responses of V1 cells, including position

invariance, as well as cross-orientation and surround suppression.

The two models – the normalization model, and the covariance model – are

di↵erent in their architecture and computations. Fully reconciling them is beyond

our scope, but several key similarities and di↵erences bear mentioning. The learned

parameters in both models reflect magnitude dependencies in natural images, and

the learned dependencies predict interactive e↵ects observed in the responses of

more complex V1 neurons. However, the model neurons in each case signal depen-

dencies indirectly, through contextual e↵ects. This is particularly clear in Karklin

and Lewicki’s model, where the response of each model neuron is (approximately)
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a weighted sum of filter magnitudes, notated for two filters as

r

j

⇡ w

j1(
~

b

T

1 ~y)
2
+ w

j2(
~

b

T

2 ~y)
2

(2.5)

The learned weights reflect a direction in magnitude space for which the two magni-

tudes are correlated. But if such a neuron is presented with a distribution of stimuli

exhibiting that correlation, compared to a stimulus lacking it, the neuron will not

signal, with its mean response, which of the two types of images it sees. Rather,

the model neuron’s variance will be higher for the stimuli exhibiting the correlations,

because those stimuli fall along the axis in magnitude space implicitly represented

by the neuron.

To explicitly signal the presence or absence of a correlation, we would need to

compare the squared projection onto one direction with the squared projection onto

another direction. From Equation 2.5, if the direction of correlation is [1, 1], the

presence of the correlation can be signaled by computing,

r
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(2.6)

More generally, the activity of the model neurons signal particular image distributions

only in their population response. Any explicit representation requires downstream

computations that compare the outputs of di↵erent model neurons, as in Equation

2.6. The above observation also echoes the finding that a cascade of linear filtering,

squaring, and linear filtering can explicitly capture correlations, as discussed by

Adelson and Bergen [2] when relating the correlational Riechardt model for motion

detection with the energy model. Finally, these mechanisms could be appropriately

normalized [97] to ensure that they signal correlations rather than overall contrast.
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A very di↵erent approach to modeling dependencies comes from the domain of

analyzing and synthesizing homogenous natural textures. There is no rigid definition

of texture, but they are typically considered a subclass of natural images, spatially

homogenous with repeated elements, and therefore more tractable for statistical

modeling. A longstanding problem is to define a set of computations that, when

applied to a texture, would yield a set of outputs (statistics) that su�ciently capture

its perceptually important properties. Julesz [118] formalized this goal with the

conjecture that there exist a set of statistics such that any two images matched

with respect to those statistics (averaged over space) would appear identical. Julesz

described, but subsequently disproved [34, 33, 121], the su�ciency of a simple set

of pixel statistics, and abandoned the theory.

But since Julesz, there have been impressive demonstrations of statistical pa-

rameters that capture textural properties. Bergen (1994), and later Heeger and

Bergen (1996), showed that a set of histogram statistics, computed on each of

several subbands of a multi-scale [17] or multi-scale and multi-oriented [101] de-

composition, captured important properties of visual texture (such decompositions

will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3). Inspired by the Julesz conjecture,

they demonstrated the success of their model with a synthesis-by-analysis approach,

in which statistics are analyzed on an original image, and then iteratively imposed

on a new image until it matches the original. If the resulting synthetic image does

or does not look like the original (for many di↵erent originals), it demonstrates the

success or failure of the model.

Indeed, failures of the Heeger and Bergen synthesis method demonstrate the

importance of magnitude dependencies in visual texture. Consider the two images

in Figure 2.11. The images on the left are originals, and the images in the middle are

matched to the marginal statistics of each subband of a multi-scale decomposition
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Original Heeger and Bergen (1996) Portilla and Simoncelli (2000)

Figure 2.11: Two di↵erent synthesis-by-analysis texture models yield di↵erent results

when applied to the same original image. The Heeger and Bergen synthesis [101] captures

marginal statistics, and the Portilla and Simoncelli synthesis [175] additionally captures

extended contours and periodicity.

(specifically the mean, variance, skew, and kurtosis).6 Although they share features

of the original, like the relative distribution of uniform patches and highlights, they

lack the extended contours and periodicity of the original. Portilla and Simoncelli

(2000) showed that such features can be captured by explicitly representing the

magnitude dependencies discussed above. They extended Heeger and Bergen’s ap-

proach by developing a more general parametric texture model that incorporated, in

addition to marginal statistics, an explicit representation of magnitude dependencies

across di↵erent scales, orientations, and positions. They captured these dependen-

cies by computing pairwise products of magnitudes – e.g. of two oriented filters at
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Figure 2.12: The synthesis-by-analysis algorithm used by Portilla and Simoncelli to

measure statistical properties of texture images and generate new statistically-matched

images by imposing the same properties on an image of Gaussian noise (adapted from

[175]).

the same location – and averaging the products over all spatial locations; formally,

these are correlations.7 They also developed a method for synthesizing textures with

these more complex parameters, depicted in Figure 2.12.

Incorporating these correlations yielded synthetic textures that more faithfully

capture perceptually striking and naturalistic features of originals, like the contours

and periodicity not captured by the Heeger and Bergen model (Figure 2.11). Ad-

ditional examples of syntheses from the Portilla and Simoncelli model are shown in

Figures 2.13 and 2.14, including synthesis “failures” when the model is applied to
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Figure 2.13: Example textures synthesized by the Portilla and Simoncelli model; full

original images are shown in left; textures are synthesized (right) to fill in the boundary

around the central image patch (adapted from [175]).

non-texture objects; rather than reproduce the object, the model appears to “paint”

a new texture with bits and pieces of the original. The most striking property of

the synthetic images generated from the Portilla and Simoncelli model is that they

contain some of the “features” found in natural images, including features that are

presumably the constituent pieces of objects. But the model does not explicitly

represent such features, nor are their locations or forms clearly specified. Rather,

the model represents them indirectly through its parameters; this is frustrating in

that we cannot point to a parameter in the model and say it encodes the presence

of a corner-feature at a particular location, but more faithfully captures the murky

texture-ness of most features and objects in real images, and perhaps, the way in

which the brain represents such features.
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Figure 2.14: Example textures synthesized from inhomogenous natural photographs.

Syntheses have similar textural properties, but lack the global organization, of the originals

(adapted from [175]).

The textures generated by the Portilla and Simoncelli model are also far more

naturalistic looking than state-of-the-art machine learning models of image struc-

ture, even Karklin and Lewicki’s [123]. Two aspects are important to the discrep-

ancy. First, unlike Karklin and Lewicki’s model, which learned its parameters from

the statistical structure of natural images, the Portilla and Simoncelli model was

designed “heuristically” to reproduce, through synthesis, “natural looking” images.

A related point is that statistical learning is slow, and is only tractable for small

patches, whereas the Portilla and Simoncelli model operates, and captures statisti-

cal dependencies, across large images. There thus remains a substantial gap between

rigorous statistical models of image structure and synthesis-by-analysis algorithms

for generating naturalistic stimuli.
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2.4 Perception

Perceptual investigations into intermediate-level representations have focused largely

on the detection and segregation of visual texture patterns (reviewed comprehen-

sively by [127]), and computational mechanisms that might support those tasks.

Approaches have largely fallen into two categories, emphasizing either how observers

segregate textural subregions, or how observers use statistical properties to discrim-

inate and represent textural properties.

Studies of texture segregation focus on how observers identify boundaries be-

tween subregions of an image that are similar in luminance but di↵er in their tex-

ture. These boundaries cannot be detected using linear filters because the lu-

minance in each region is similar. But humans can readily identify the orienta-

tion and spatial frequency of such boundaries in so-called “second-order patterns”

[18, 88, 124, 222, 43, 126]. A widely used model for capturing this behavior is the

filter-rectify-filter, or “backpocket” model. The model consists of an initial stage of

linear filtering (e.g. with oriented filters), followed by rectification or another point-

wise nonlinearity (analogous to the measures of magnitude discussed above), and a

second stage of linear filtering. For example, to detect a vertical boundary between

regions of vertical and horizontal oriented elements, an image can be processed first

separately with vertical and horizontal filters, and then a “vertical” second-stage

“filter” can be used to detect the boundary (Figure 2.15).

Inspired by early successes in spatial vision characterizing orientation and spatial

frequency-tuned channels, and linking them to physiological mechanisms of early

vision (reviewed in [58, 87, 89]), there have been several e↵orts to psychophysically

characterize components of the FRF model (reviewed in [127]). But it has not been

straightforward to map its computations onto intermediate stages of the primate
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Figure 2.15: The filter-rectify-filter, or “backpocket” model, proposed to capture sensi-

tivity to second-order patterns, in which boundaries are formed between subregions that

contain di↵erent textures, like the vertical boundary between regions of vertical and hor-

izontal texture shown here (adapted from [127]).

visual system. As discussed above, the majority of neurons in V1 and V2 are

sensitive to luminance-defined rather than texture-defined patterns, and selectivity

to texture-defined patterns is comparable between V1 and V2 [64]. fMRI adaptation

experiments have revealed selectivity to both second-order orientation [128] and

spatial frequency [95]; in both cases the e↵ects are comparable in V1 and V2, and at

least for orientation, e↵ects are more pronounced in higher areas. Furthermore, in so

far the FRF model computes linear combinations of V1 responses, it cannot explicitly

capture the magnitude dependencies that are important for capturing naturalistic

features; recent e↵orts to incorporate normalization in the second stage of the FRF

model, however, may begin to bridge that gap [231, 95].
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A second tradition in the study of texture perception has focused on statistics

that capture the visual appearance of texture. As discussed above, this concept was

introduced and formalized by Julesz (1962), who conjectured that there exist a set of

statistics such that images matched for those statistics appear identical [118]. After

finding counterexamples to his own theory [34, 33, 121], Julesz instead focused on

“textons”, elementary features and feature combinations that can be used to build

textures and texture regions [120, 19]. But like the curves and angles of Hegdé et al.

(Figure 2.5), textons are di�cult to interpret in terms of computations that might

be performed on the visual input. Furthermore, unlike approaches based on texture

synthesis-by-analysis, the construction of a texture out of textons is notably divorced

from the computations that might represent its properties. As Adelson describes,

textons embody the turn towards individuation “Julesz speaks of his textons as

the quarks of vision” [1]. Related e↵orts in visual search and cognitive psychology

have emphasized the detection of texton-like features or “feature conjunctions”

[215]. These studies have identified some perceptual and cognitive mechanisms of

textural and attentional processing, but they are similarly di�cult to relate to the

computations performed by the visual system on naturally occurring signals [184].

The Portilla and Simoncelli model (2000) is notable in that it both represents

rich features of natural textures, and its computations could plausibly be mapped

onto as yet uncharacterized stages of visual processing beyond V1 [175]. But the

model has proved di�cult to probe experimentally, partly due to the complexity

of its parameterization. Balas (2006) expanded the “heuristic” perceptual valida-

tion of the original model by generating synthetic textures after lesioning subsets of

parameters, and using a perceptual 3AFC “oddity” task to assess the relative neces-

sity and su�ciency of di↵erent parameter groups [12]. The marginal statistics and

magnitude correlations were most clearly necessary, but the marginal statistics on
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their own were not su�cient, whereas the magnitude correlations were, at least for

some texture categories. Balas emphasized that the redundancy of the parameter

groups leaves the e↵ects of lesioning di�cult to interpret, because imposing other

statistics may inadvertently impose the statistic that has been “lesioned”. Imposing

marginal statistics, for example, inadvertently induces some magnitude correlations.

This issue of redundancy will become important when interpreting the physiological

experiments described in Chapters 3 and 4.

A final, notable example of using the Portilla and Simoncelli model to study

perception came from Balas et al. (2009), who established a connection between

texture processing, the Portilla and Simoncelli model, and the phenomenon of visual

crowding. Crowding is a breakdown in object recognition that occurs when closely

spaced but non-overlapping flankers hinder the identification of a peripherally viewed

target object, such as a letter [21, 168]. Bouma (1970) showed that the spacing

required to escape crowding, called the critical spacing, is proportional to eccen-

tricity (distance from fixation). During crowding, the local features of the target

remain the same and the target remains visible, but it becomes unrecognizable, ap-

pearing as a dynamically changing texture of elementary features that lack identity

[164, 168, 73]. Balas et al. noted that, phenomenologically, the textural scrambling

that occurs when applying the Portilla and Simoncelli texture synthesis to objects

(e.g. Figure 2.14) resembles the jumbled appearance of crowded stimuli. For combi-

nations of target objects and distractors typically used in crowding experiments, they

showed that di�culty recognizing objects in synthetic textures predicted di�culty

recognizing the same objects when viewed peripherally. They hypothesized that a

representation like that proposed by Portilla and Simoncelli, operating within local

regions across the visual field, could provide a general account of crowding phe-

nomena, although they did not implement or test such a model. Thus, it remains
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unclear whether the representation they proposed can account for the dependence

of crowding on spacing and eccentricity – its defining property – as well as how such

a representation might relate to the physiology of the visual system.

2.5 Outlook

Despite identifying a minority of V2 neurons with unique response properties, exist-

ing physiological studies of V2 suggest the need for a new approach, if we hope to

identify basic properties of image encoding that robustly distinguish neurons in V2

from those in V1.

The above considerations suggest a recipe for progress: we need experimental

stimuli that are more complicated than local combinations of orientation, but bet-

ter controlled than photographs of scenes and objects. The Portilla and Simoncelli

texture synthesis approach will provide us with a vehicle for presenting controlled

homogenous stimuli with naturalistic features that reflect complex non-linear com-

binations of V1 responses. As we will show, its image synthesis can be adapted and

manipulated for generating families of experimental stimuli for both physiological

(Chapter 3) and perceptual studies (Chapter 4), including a reformulation of its

computations within local regions that tile the visual field (Chapter 5).

Crucially, emphasizing textures in the study of V2, particularly stochastic tex-

tures synthesized from a statistical model, represents a departure from the guiding

principle of individuation, in so far as the features of textures, while occasionally

object-like, are not obviously useful for constructing the shapes of objects.

More generally, the scientific approach described in the following Chapters –

characterizing neurons by generating stimuli that reflect hypotheses about their

computations, rather than fitting models to characterize responses – is unusual
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in sensory neuroscience. In so far as this approach is successful, we hope that it

will stimulate similar investigation into intermediate stages of computation in other

sensory systems.

Notes

4The idea for this simulation, and example code, was provided to me by Geo↵rey Boynton.

5Rudiger von der Heydt, personal communication

6Heeger and Bergen (1996) matched the complete histogram of each pyramid subband, but

in practice, similar syntheses are achieved for most textures when matching the full histograms or

just the first four moments

7Even more formally, they are covariances, because they are not normalized by variance. We

continue to call them correlations throughout this thesis for intuition, but note that including

normalization by variance may improve synthesis results and stability, and help remove some

redundancy across parameter groups [145]
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Chapter 3

Responses to naturalistic stimuli

di↵erentiate V2 from V1

3.1 Introduction

V2 is the largest extrastriate cortical visual area in primates, and its responses de-

pend on feedforward input from V1 [193, 204]. Neurons in V2 might combine and

elaborate signals from V1 to encode image features that V1 does not, but most ef-

forts to di↵erentiate the responses of cells in the two areas have been unsuccessful.

As discussed in Chapter 2, most e↵orts have measured the responses of V2 neurons

to artificial stimuli containing features thought to form the building blocks of ob-

jects, including gratings, angles, curvature, anomalous contours, and second-order

patterns. In most cases, V2 neuronal selectivity for these image attributes is qualita-

tively and quantitatively similar to that of V1 [171, 116, 225, 129, 141, 102, 103, 64].

Other e↵orts have measured V2 responses to combinations of V1-like stimuli (e.g.

local oriented gratings), but have emphasized simple linear combination rules, and

used correspondingly simple stimuli lacking naturalistic features [8, 225]. Some of
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the most robust documented di↵erences in the responses of the two areas reflect

the signaling of border ownership [240], which occurs in a minority of cells, and

may reflect attentional modulation [176, 67]. Finding visual features that reliably

distinguish the responses of V1 and V2 neurons has therefore proved elusive.

In this Chapter, we characterize response di↵erences between V1 and V2 using

stimuli containing complex features found in naturally occurring images. Rather

than using actual photographs [237], in which these features are uncontrolled, we

focused on homogenous natural textures, and captured their properties by measur-

ing their higher-order image statistics, and then constructing textures containing

statistically similar features. Specifically, we first computed the rectified responses

of a set of V1 simple and complex cell-like filters tuned to di↵erent positions, orien-

tations, and spatial frequencies. We then computed correlations of these responses

across di↵erent orientations, frequencies, and positions. As described in Chapter

2, these correlations represent the properties of local image features like curvature,

sharpness, and periodicity, with a sequence of “canonical” computations – linear

filtering, rectifying nonlinearities, and products – that have also been explored in

the context of hierarchical models of cortical pattern recognition [180, 123].

Most V2 cells responded more vigorously to these stimuli than to matched con-

trol stimuli lacking naturalistic structure, while V1 cells did not. Parallel fMRI

measurements in humans revealed di↵erences in V1 and V2 responses to the same

textures that were consistent with the neuronal measurements. These results reveal

a novel and particular role for V2 in the representation of natural image structure.

Finally, neuronal and fMRI responses in V2 depended reliably and similarly on the

particular texture types used, a signature which we will exploit in Chapter 4 to link

neuronal responses in V2 to perceptual behavior.
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3.2 Synthesis of naturalistic stimuli

We generated naturalistic texture stimuli using a synthesis-by-analysis algorithm

[98, 175]. We used a two-stage computation to capture a set of higher-order image

statistics on an original image, and then used an iterative procedure to transform

samples of Gaussian noise into new images with the same statistical properties. Here,

we describe the details of the two-stage computation and the synthesis procedure.

3.2.1 Multi-scale multi-orientation decomposition

Images are first partitioned into subbands by convolving with a bank of filters tuned

to di↵erent orientations and spatial frequencies (Figure 3.1). We use the steer-

able pyramid, which has several advantages over common alternatives (e.g., Ga-

bor filters, orthogonal wavelets), including direct reconstruction properties (ben-

eficial for synthesis), translation invariance within subbands, and rotation invari-

ance across orientation bands [175]. A matlab implementation is available at

http://www.cns.nyu.edu/⇠lcv/software.php. The filters are directional third deriva-

tives of a lowpass kernel, and are spatially localized, oriented, anti-symmetric, and

roughly one octave in spatial frequency bandwidth. The pyramid decomposition

can be implemented through convolution (in the spatial domain) with these filters,

or equivalently, through point-wise multiplication (in the Fourier domain) so as to

carve up the two-dimensional Fourier plane into “wedges” corresponding to di↵er-

ent ranges of both spatial frequency and orientation (Figure 3.1). We use a set

of 16 filters rotated and dilated to cover four orientations and four scales (more

than the two scales shown in Figure 3.1). This decomposition also yields unoriented

low-pass and high-pass residuals, which we largely ignore for our purposes. We also

include a set of even-symmetric filters of identical Fourier amplitude (i.e., Hilbert
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Figure 3.1: The steerable pyramid decomposes an image into subbands at di↵erent

spatial frequencies (left) and di↵erent orientations at a given frequency (right). The

decomposition can be expressed as a convolution with bandpassed filters, or as a carving

up of the Fourier domain, as shown here.

transforms) [175]. Each subband is subsampled at its associated Nyquist frequency,

so that filter spacing is proportional to size. We write the nth subband as x
n

(i, j), a

two-dimensional array containing the complex-valued responses. We also use vector

notation ~x

n

. The real part of the subband is denoted s

n

(i, j) and represents the

responses of V1 simple cells. The square root of the sum of the squared responses

of symmetric and anti-symmetric filters yields a phase-invariant measure of local
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magnitude, denoted e

n

(i, j), and represents responses of V1 complex cells [175, 2].

3.2.2 Second stage computation

In the second stage of computation, we evaluate products of pairs of V1 responses

tuned to neighboring orientations, scales, and positions. The particular set of com-

binations are based directly on those developed in Portilla and Simoncelli [175], and

are motivated by statistical dependencies found in natural images [195].

(1) Products of responses at nearby spatial locations (i.e., autocorrelations) for

both simple cells (capturing spectral features such as periodicity) and complex cells

(capturing spatially displaced occurrences of similarly oriented features). Simple cell

autocorrelations are given by,

A(n, k, l) =

X
(s

n

(i, j)� µ(~s

n

)) (s

n

(i+ k, j + l)� µ(~s

n

)) (3.1)

Where (k, l) specifies the spatial displacement (in horizontal and vertical directions),

the summation is over (i, j), and µ(~s

n

) is the mean,

µ(~s

n

) =

X
s

n

(i, j) (3.2)

Complex cell autocorrelations are similarly given by,

B(n, k, l) =

X
(e

n

(i, j)� µ(~e

n

)) (e

n

(i+ k, j + l)� µ(~e

n

)) (3.3)

We include spatial displacements in the range (�3  k  3,�3  l  3) for both

autocorrelations.
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(2) Products of complex cell responses with those at other orientations (captur-

ing structures with mixed orientation content, such as junctions or corners) and with

those at adjacent scales (capturing oriented features with spatially sharp transitions

such as edges, lines, and contours). These cross-correlations are given by:

C(n,m) =

X
(e

n

(i, j)� µ(~e

n

)) (e

m

(i, j)� µ(~e

m

)) (3.4)

where indices (n,m) specify two subbands arising from filters at di↵erent orientations

at the same scale, or at orientations (same or di↵erent) at adjacent scales. At each

scale, this yields 6 cross-orientation correlations, and 16 cross-scale correlations;

across all scales, there are 24 cross-orientation and 48 cross-scale correlations.

(3) Products of the simple cell responses with phase-doubled simple cell re-

sponses at the next coarsest scale. Phase relationships at adjacent scales distinguish

lines from edges, and can also capture gradients in intensity arising from shading.

These correlations are given by,

S(n,m) =

X
(x

n

(i, j)� µ(~x

n

))

✓
x

2
m

(i, j)

|x
m

(i, j)| � µ

✓
x

2
m

(i, j)

|x
m

(i, j)|

◆◆
(3.5)

where indices (n,m) specify two adjacent scales (n is the finer scale). It is worth

noting that all of these products may be represented equivalently as di↵erences of

squared sums and di↵erences (i.e., 4ab = (a+ b)

2� (a� b)

2), which might provide

a more physiologically plausible form [2], as discussed further in Section 3.5.

(4) We finally include three marginal statistics (variance, skew, kurtosis) of the

pixel-domain image, as well as for low-pass images reconstructed at each scale of
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the coarse-to-fine process. Higher-order moments of order p are,

µ

(p)
(~s

n

) =

X
(s

n

(i, j)� µ(~s

n

))

p

(3.6)

From this, the skew and kurtosis are
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In the pixel domain, these marginal statistics capture the gray-level distribution, e.g.

di↵erentiating shades of gray (low kurtosis) from black and white (high kurtosis)

[148]. Including the marginal statistics at each scale of the coarse-to-fine process

is somewhat redundant with including it for the pixels only, but helps stabilize the

synthesis procedure.

3.2.3 Synthesis

After computing responses on an original image, we generate a new image by begin-

ning with an image of Gaussian white noise, and adjusting it using gradient descent

until it matches the statistics computed on the original image, as depicted in Figure

3.2. We perform gradient descent in the steerable pyramid basis. Specifically, we

perform the pyramid decomposition on the image of noise, compute the gradient

of each statistic (or group of statistics) with respect to the pyramid coe�cients,

and move in the gradient direction so that the statistic is the same as the original.

Equations for these gradient adjustments (specifically, projections) can be found in

[175]. The adjustments are made separately on each band of the pyramid, from
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Figure 3.2: Naturalistic textures were synthesized by iteratively imposing higher-order

correlations derived from a two-stage computation (see also Figure 2.12); noise images

were synthesized by only imposing the spatially-averaged responses of the initial V1-stage.
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coarse to fine, and the image is then reconstructed from the adjusted pyramid coef-

ficients. Because the pyramid representation is overcomplete, imposing statistics on

each band does not guarantee that the resulting reconstructed image will have the

correct statistics after one adjustment. Furthermore, because the statistics are not

independent, imposing one set of statistics can a↵ect the others. We repeat the ad-

justments several times, and monitor convergence of all groups of parameters. For

all images here, we used 50 iterations, which is typically su�cient for convergence.

Because the dimensionality of the image is larger than the number of parame-

ters, this process yields multiple random high-entropy samples that are statistically

identical in terms of the model parameters. In principal, we would like to sam-

ple from the maximum entropy distribution subject to the constraints governed by

the higher-order statistics computed on the original. In practice, however, this is

intractable. Synthesis-through-imposition, starting with a high-entropy distribution

(Gaussian), approximates the appropriate sampling and yields high-entropy samples,

but we cannot guarantee maximum entropy sampling [175].

For electrophsyiological and fMRI experiments, we used as original images 15

diverse natural homogenous black and white photographs of visual texture, drawn

from both commercial and personal databases (Figure 3.3). For each, we synthesized

15 distinct “naturalistic” samples. This yields a family of 15 self-similar images,

which collectively form what we call a “texture category”.8

For each category, we also generated spectrally-matched filtered “noise” im-

ages (“noise” for short) (Figure 3.2 and 3.3). These are designed to match the

spatially-averaged V1 filter responses of the original, but lack higher-order struc-

ture. For consistency in image generation, this should be done by beginning with

white Gaussian noise and iteratively matching the spectral power averaged within

each band of the multi-scale multi-oriented filter bank. But nearly identical results
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Figure 3.3: Experimental stimuli for physiology experiments; 15 categories were used,

with naturalistic and noise images for each.
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were obtained by matching the complete two-dimensional power spectra of each

image and randomizing the phase, so this procedure was used throughout for speed

of computation. We applied this procedure to each naturalistic image to generate

15 noise samples for each category.

3.3 Electrophysiology in macaques

3.3.1 Methods

Recording

We recorded from 12 anesthetized, paralyzed, adult macaque monkeys (2 M.

Nemestrina and 10 M. Cynomolgus). Our standard methods for surgical prepa-

ration have been documented in detail previously [40]. We maintained anesthesia

with infusion of sufentanil citrate (6-30 µg kg�1 hr�1) and paralysis with infusion of

vecuronium bromide (Norcuron; 0.1 mg kg�1 hr�1) in isotonic dextrose-Normosol

solution. We monitored vital signs (heart rate, lung pressure, EEG, body temper-

ature, urine volume and specific gravity, and and end-tidal pCO2) and maintained

them within the appropriate physiological range. The eyes were protected with gas

permeable contact lenses and refracted with supplementary lenses chosen through

direct ophthalmoscopy. At the conclusion of data collection, the animal was killed

with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital. All experimental procedures were con-

ducted in compliance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Ani-

mals and with the approval of the New York University Animal Welfare Committee.

We made a craniotomy and durotomy centered approximately 2-4mm posterior to

the lunate sulcus and 10-16 mm lateral and individually advanced several quartz-

platinum-tungsten microelectrodes (Thomas Recording) into the brain at an angle
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Figure 3.4: Stimulus sequence in the physiology experiment. Stimuli were suitably

vignetted and centered on each neuron’s receptive field (dotted blue circle).

20� from vertical. We distinguished V2 from V1 on the basis of depth from the corti-

cal surface and changes in the receptive field location of recorded units. In an e↵ort

to obtain an unbiased sample of single units, we made extracellular recordings in

V1 and V2 from every single unit with a spike waveform that rose su�ciently above

noise to be isolated, and we fully characterized every unit that demonstrated a mea-

surable visually-evoked response to any class of stimuli (i.e., gratings or naturalistic

texture). Data are reported from every unit for which we completed characterization

(see below).

Visual stimulation

We presented visual stimuli on a gamma-corrected CRT monitor (Eizo T966; mean

luminance, 33 cd/m2) at a resolution of 1280 ⇥ 960 with a refresh rate of 120Hz.

Stimuli were presented using Expo software on an Apple computer. For each iso-

lated unit, we first determined its ocular dominance and occluded the non-preferred

eye. We used drifting sinusoidal gratings to characterize the basic receptive field

properties of each unit, including receptive field center, tuning for orientation and

direction, spatial and temporal frequency, size, and contrast. We then presented the

texture stimuli. We used a set of 15 texture categories, and generated 15 samples

for each category for a total of 225 images. 15 spectrally-matched noise samples
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of the 15 categories were also presented. The 450 unique images making up our

stimulus ensemble were presented in pseudo-random order for 100 ms each, sepa-

rated by 100 ms of mean luminance (Figure 3.4). Each image was presented 20

times. Images were presented to every unit centered on the classical receptive field,

at the same scale and at a size of 4� within a raised cosine aperture. We chose a 4�

aperture to be larger than all the receptive fields at the eccentricities from which we

typically record. Nearly all recorded units had receptive fields smaller than 4�, and

the majority were less than 2�. For a subset of V1 and V2 neurons we additionally

presented stimuli in a smaller aperture matched to the receptive field size of that

unit. The aperture diameter was set to be the grating summation field as measured

with full contrast drifting gratings [40]. We ran the full texture stimulus ensemble

within this aperture although typically with only 5-10 repeats per image.

Analysis

The full stimulus ensemble consisted of 450 images presented 20 times each. All

analyses discussed in this Chapter were performed after averaging spiking responses

across those 20 repeats, and also averaging responses across the 15 samples. De-

pending on the analysis, responses were further averaged across texture category,

neurons, and/or a temporal window, as discussed below. Basic receptive field prop-

erties for each neuron were determined o✏ine by using maximum likelihood estima-

tion to fit an appropriate parametric form to each tuning function. These fits were

only obtainable for a subset of neurons (78% in V1, 62% in V2) due to incomplete

characterization arising from time constraints during the experiment.
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3.3.2 Results

We recorded the responses of 103 V1 and 102 V2 neurons in 12 macaque monkeys

to the sequence of naturalistic and noise stimuli. As described above, both classes

of stimuli were matched to an original in terms of spatially-averaged amplitudes

of V1-stage filters, but only the naturalistic stimuli were additionally matched to a

set of higher-order correlations, and thus contained more complex features of the

original.

Macaque V2 responds di↵erentially to naturalistic stimuli

We first examined responses as a function of time from stimulus onset. We counted

spikes within a sliding, non-overlapping 10 ms window, and averaged the resulting

time courses across texture categories. V1 neurons responded similarly to the two

stimulus classes, while V2 neurons usually responded more vigorously to the natural-

istic stimuli (representative example neurons shown in Figure 3.5). This distinction

between V1 and V2 was evident in single neurons. To assess it at the population

level, we averaged responses across neurons. Before averaging, we first normalized

each neuron’s response time course by dividing by its maximum response across all

texture categories and time points. The distinction between V1 and V2 was clearly

evident in the population time courses (Figure 3.5).

To further capture the di↵erential response, we computed a modulation index

as the di↵erence in response to naturalistic and noise divided by the sum, within

each 10 ms window. The average modulation index of neurons in V1 was near zero

for most of the response, except for a weak late positive modulation (discussed

more below). Neurons in V2 showed a substantial modulation that was evident
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Figure 3.5: Neurons in V2 responded more to naturalistic images (dark) than to noise

images (light). Shaded regions for single neurons indicate s.e.m. across texture cate-

gories; for the population average, s.e.m. across neurons. Black and gray horizontal bars

show periods of stimulus presentation. Modulation index was computed as the di↵erence

between the response to naturalistic and noise, divided by the sum.

soon after response onset and maintained throughout the duration of the response

(Figure 3.5).

Some neurons were more sensitive overall to naturalistic features than others.

We computed a modulation index for each neuron, averaged over the response

duration and over all samples of all texture categories. Response duration was

defined as an 100 ms window following response onset, and was determined by

inspection as the time point eliciting a response above baseline.9 Significant positive

modulation was observed in 15% of V1 neurons, and 63% of V2 neurons (Figure

3.6, P < 0.05, randomization test for each neuron). The di↵erence in modulation
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istic and noise, divided by the sum) across neurons in V2 and V1.

between V1 and V2 was highly significant (P < 0.0001, t-test on signed modulation;

P < 0.0001, t-test on modulation magnitude, ignoring sign).

V2 neurons were significantly modulated by naturalistic features on average, but

the modulation was typically more pronounced for some textures than for others.

The e↵ective subset of textures varied from cell to cell, but there was a consistent

trend across the population for some categories to be more e↵ective than others

(Figure 3.7). The pattern was not simply predicted by variability in firing rate across

categories; there was no evidence for a correlation across categories between the av-

erage modulation index and the average normalized evoked response (r = 0.42,

P = 0.12). Rather, the consistent pattern suggests that the higher-order correla-

tions of some textures more than others di↵erentially drive V2 neurons, regardless of

the baseline response elicited by that category (e.g. due to its spectral properties).

This variability will be examined later in this Chapter (when comparing macaque

and human), and in Chapter 3 (when relating physiology to perception).
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Relationship to basic receptive field properties

The distinction between V2 and V1 was not due to di↵erences in receptive field

sizes. The stimuli presented to V1 and V2 cells were of the same size, roughly

twice the size of a typical V2 receptive field, and 4 times the size of a typical V1

receptive field. There was, however, no evidence for a correlation between receptive

field size and modulation in either area (Figure 3.8, V1: r = 0.21, V2: r = � 0.10,

P > 0.05), where receptive field size was defined by the standard deviation of the

excitatory Gaussian from a center-surround fit to the size-tuning function [39, 40].

When we restricted analysis to subsets of neurons matched for average receptive

field size, the di↵erence in modulation index between areas was reduced only by

9% and remained highly significant (P < 0.0001, randomization test). We also

made measurements on a subset of cells in which the stimulus was confined to each

neuron’s classical receptive field (CRF). In V1, the modulation was near 0 for both

CRF-matched and large stimuli, though there was a small but significant reduction
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in modulation for the matched stimuli (P < 0.05, paired t-test). In V2, there was a

robust but incomplete reduction in modulation for the smaller stimuli (P < 0.0001,

paired t-test), suggesting that the modulation in V2 depends partly on interactions

between receptive field center and surround.

V1 and V2 neurons are generally similar in terms of other commonly measured

properties, e.g. orientation and spatial frequency tuning, and contrast sensitivity

[133]. Nevertheless, we wondered whether there was a relationship in either area

between these properties and the response to naturalistic images. We found no

evidence for a correlation in V2 between the modulation and the following properties:

orientation tuning bandwidth, preferred spatial frequency, spatial frequency tuning

bandwidth, the exponent and c50 of the contrast response function, and an index

of surround suppression (Figure 3.9, all P > 0.05). We thus believe that our

measurements have uncovered a new and di↵erent dimension of visual processing

in V2.

In V1, we similarly found no evidence for relationships between modulation and

these properties, except for a weak but significant negative correlation between ori-

entation tuning bandwidth and modulation (P = 0.033). This would not be signifi-

cant, however, were we to correct for multiple comparisons, which seems appropriate

given the large number of possible correlations considered. More interestingly in V1,

there was a small subset of cells with particularly high positive (or negative) mod-

ulation, and this tendency occured in neurons with high surround suppression and

contrast sensitivity (and small receptive field sizes). Generally, we attribute the ab-

sence of modulation in V1 to the fact that any mechanism measuring local spectral

energy should not distinguish between the two families of stimuli (naturalistic and

noise) because they are spectrally matched. But they are only matched over a su�-

ciently large spatial region, and for particularly small receptive field sizes, the match
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may be imperfect. This violation, coupled with strong suppression or sensitivity to

contrast, could in part explain the small subset of V1 neurons that prefer either

naturalistic or noise.

Control for marginal statistics

The robust di↵erential response to naturalistic images in V2 neurons could, in prin-

cipal, depend on any of the statistical properties imposed during the synthesis of

naturalistic images, which include correlations across di↵erent positions, orienta-

tions, and spatial frequencies, as well as marginal statistics (skew and kurtosis). In

principal, it would be possible to identify the importance of each of these groups

of parameters by synthesizing images matched to some (but not all) of them, and

measuring the responses of V2 neurons (analogous to psychophysical experiments

[12]). Here, we describe one such experiment, focused on the importance of the

marginal statistics.

For each of the 15 categories, we generated synthetic “marginal” images

matched to the original only in terms of marginal statistics, specifically, the mean,

variance, skewness, and kurtosis of each band of the steerable pyramid represen-

tation. As for the naturalistic images, these statistics were imposed iteratively on

the pyramid coe�cients, from coarse to fine. But unlike the naturalistic images, no

cross-band statistics were imposed. This procedure is nearly identical to the texture

model proposed by Heeger and Bergen [101], which generated textures by match-

ing, to an original, the full histogram of each pyramid band. In practice, matching

the complete histogram and matching the first four moments of each band yielded

comparable results.

We measured the responses of 40 V2 neurons to the “marginal” stimuli (Figure
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3.10). We targeted neurons that exhibited a di↵erential response to naturalistic

images based on an initial characterization, and we only presented marginal stimuli

for the subset of texture categories for which we found clear modulation. We found

significantly positive modulation (P < 0.0001) for marginal images (compared to

noise), but the modulation was significantly lower than it was for the naturalistic

images, reduced by 53% (P < 0.0001, paired t-test). This suggests that the

full magnitude of di↵erential response found for naturalistic images requires the

imposition of cross-band correlations, but some of the di↵erential response may

reflect only the marginal statistics.

A caveat of this approach, mentioned in Chapter 2, is that the di↵erent groups

of statistics are not independent, so imposing one set may inadvertently impose

another [12]. Imposing highly kurtotic marginals in an image with low spatial fre-

quencies, for example, produces sharp edges that in turn induce strong dependences

across spatial frequency bands. It is thus unclear whether the fairly strong residual

modulation found for the marginal stimuli was due to the marginals per se, or due
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to unintentional imposition of cross-band correlations.

How could this approach be improved in future experiments? Maximum di↵er-

entiation competition (MAD) [232] could be used to isolate the contributions of

di↵erent groups of statistics. In MAD competition, images are generated that max-

imally di↵er with respect to one group of parameters (e.g. cross-scale correlations),

but match for another. However, this approach is computationally expensive, would

be experimentally taxing to perform for all the groups of parameters in the model,

and may be impossible for certain parameter combinations due to their complex

dependencies. A more promising alternative would be to reformulate the texture

parameters using a small family of independent mechanisms that better capture

specific hypothesis about what V2 neurons compute. We return to a discussion of

such mechanisms in Section 3.5.

Comparison to other stimuli that di↵erentiate V2 from V1

A number of experiments have measured responses of V2 neurons to specialized

artificial stimuli, including angles, curvature, anomalous contours, and second-order

patterns [171, 116, 8, 225, 129, 141, 102, 103, 64, 225]. As discussed above, in

cases where V2 and V1 were directly compared, the selectivity of V2 neurons for

these attributes was qualitatively and quantitatively similar to that of V1, in contrast

to the robust di↵erential responses to naturalistic stimuli found here.

In order to compare these results on a common ground, we considered the

artificial but rhetorically useful “electrophysiologists’s guessing game” (a variant

of the “Turing test” for assessing machine intelligence). Imagine recording from

a neuron; you do not know its eccentricity, but you are allowed to measure its

response to any stimulus. How well can you determine whether it is in V1 or V2?
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Figure 3.11: Performance discriminating between distributions of neurons in V2 and V1

on the basis of one-dimensional response metrics reported in the literature. Analyses of

basic response properties were derived from our data set.

Performance in this game can be estimated by examining, for any one-dimensional

response metric, distributions of the metric in V1 and V2. Applying ROC analysis

to the distributions assesses how well cells in the two areas can be discriminated

based on the response property.

We estimated these performances for a number of properties previously mea-

sured in V2, as well as for the response to naturalistic textures, and for the other

basic response properties that we measured (Figure 3.11). Compared to properties

previously linked to V2, performance was much higher for the di↵erential response

to naturalistic textures (77%), approaching that found for di↵erentiating area MT

from V1 on the basis of direction selectivity (83%). Performance, however, was

also quite high for receptive field size (as expected given the two-fold increase from

V1 to V2), as well as for surround suppression, which is consistent with the results

of an experiment modeling V2 responses to natural images [237]. But as demon-
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strated in Figure 3.9, we found no evidence for correlations between these properties

and modulation within V2, suggesting that the response to naturalistic stimuli is a

di↵erent, unrelated dimension of form processing.

It remains unclear how the other documented properties unique to V2 neurons

relate to the e↵ects described here. Some of them may reflect in part the response

property identified with our texture stimuli. Sensitivity to angles and curvature, for

example, may be related to sensitivity to cross-orientation correlations, but that is

just one of several dependencies imposed in our stimuli. To test this and related

hypotheses, future experiments could measure our e↵ect alongside sensitivity to

these other properties in the same neurons.

3.4 fMRI in humans

Given the reliable e↵ect of higher-order image statistics on the responses of V2 neu-

rons, we wondered if similar e↵ects could be observed in humans using functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), which can be used to reliably distinguish visual

areas on the basis of retinotopic organization, and is capable of capturing large-scale

di↵erential responses across visual areas and can [230]. In several other domains,

including contrast sensitivity [100], pattern direction selectivity [99], and selectivity

to faces [217], fMRI responses in cortical areas with ubiquitous neuronal preference

have reliably reproduced electrophysiolgical measures. But thus far, no fMRI stud-

ies in humans have reliably distinguished V2 from V1 in terms of basic functional

response properties.
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3.4.1 Methods

Subjects

Data were acquired from three healthy subjects with normal or corrected-to-normal

vision (all male; age range, 26-30 years). One subject was the author of this thesis,

and another was a collaborator on the project. The third was naive to the purpose

of the experiment. Experiments were conducted with the written consent of each

subject and in accordance with the safety guidelines for fMRI research, as approved

by the University Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects at New York

University. Each subject participated in three scanning sessions: one session to

obtain a set of high-resolution anatomical volumes, one session for standard retino-

topic mapping (single wedge angular position, and expanding ring eccentricity), and

one session to measure di↵erential responses to naturalistic and spectrally-matched

noise stimuli.

Stimuli

Stimuli were presented using Matlab (MathWorks) and MGL (available at

http://justingardner.net/mgl) on a Macintosh computer. Stimuli were displayed

via an LCD projector onto a back-projection screen in the bore of the magnet.

Subjects laid supine and viewed the stimuli through an angled mirror. All images

were presented within a suitably vignetted annular region (inner radius, 2�; outer

radius, 8�). We used textures that approximately matched in scale the presentation

conditions in the electrophysiological and psychophysical experiments.
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Figure 3.12: Stimulus sequence in the fMRI experiment. Alternating blocks of natural-

istic texture and noise were presented. Subjects performed a demanding task at fixation

to divert attention from the peripheral stimulus.

Protocol

Blocks of naturalistic and spectrally-matched noise stimuli were presented in alter-

nation (Figure 3.12). Within each 9 s block, a random sequence of images from

one texture category were presented at 5 Hz. Each run consisted of 20 blocks: 10

naturalistic, 10 noise. Di↵erent texture categories were presented in separate runs.

Subjects performed two runs for each texture category. A separate localizer run was

used to define retinotopic subregions corresponding to the stimulus region. Within

each 9 s block of the localizer run, a random sequence of both naturalistic and noise

images were presented within the stimulus annulus or the region complementary to

the annulus. Each run consisted of 40 blocks: 20 annulus, 20 anti-annulus.

Task

Observers performed a demanding two-back detection task continuously throughout

each run to maintain a consistent behavioral state, encourage fixation, and divert

attention from the peripheral stimulus. Without any attentional control, or if sub-

jects are attending the peripheral target stimuli, fMRI responses in visual cortex

exhibit large and highly variable (trial to trial) attentional e↵ects [177]. Digits (0
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to 9) were displayed continuously at fixation, changing every 400 ms. The subject

used a button press to indicate whether the current digit matched the digit from

two steps before.

Preprocessing

The anatomical volume acquired in each scanning session was aligned to the high-

resolution anatomical volume of the same subject’s brain, using a robust image

registration algorithm [152]. Data from the first half cycle (eight frames) of each

functional run were discarded to minimize the e↵ect of transient magnetic saturation

and allow the hemodynamic response to reach steady state. Head movement within

and across scans was compensated for using standard procedures [152] The time se-

ries from each voxel was high-pass filtered (cuto↵, 0.01 Hz) to remove low-frequency

noise and drift [205].

Analysis

We performed two complementary analyses to visualize and quantify the fMRI re-

sponses to alternating blocks of naturalistic and noise images. First, for each voxel,

response time courses were averaged across texture categories, and then fit with a

sinusoid with period matched to the block alternation (9 s). The coherence between

the best-fitting sinusoid and the average time series is commonly used to quantify

the statistical reliability of the fMRI responses modulations, in this case character-

izing the di↵erences in cortical activity evoked by naturalistic and noise images. To

further quantify responses and compare V1 and V2, time courses were averaged

across voxels and across repeated runs, but separately for each texture category.
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For each texture category, the time course of each voxel was projected onto a unit-

norm sinusoid having period matched to the stimulus alternation and phase given

by the responses to the localizer scan (annulus versus anti-annulus). This reference

phase provided an estimate of the hemodynamic delay, and the amplitude of this

projection isolated the component of the response time course that was positively

modulated [99]. This analysis procedure took full advantage of a priori knowledge of

the block-alternation experimental design [99], and provided unbiased estimates of

the amplitudes of response modulation between the naturalistic and noise images.

MRI acquisition

MRI data were acquired on a Siemens 3T Allegra head-only scanner using a head coil

(NM-011; Nova Medical) for transmitting and an eight-channel phased array surface

coil (NMSC-071; Nova Medical) for receiving. Functional scans were acquired with

gradient recalled echo-planar imaging to measure blood oxygen level dependent

changes in image intensity [159]. Functional imaging was conducted with 24 slices

oriented perpendicular to the calcarine sulcus and positioned with the most posterior

slice at the occipital pole (1500 ms repetition time; 30 ms echo time; 72 flip angle;

2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 mm voxel size; 104 ⇥ 80 voxel grid). A T1-weighted magnetization-

prepared rapid gradient echo anatomical volume (MPRAGE) was acquired in each

scanning session with the same slice prescriptions as the functional images (1530

ms repetition time; 3.8 ms echo time; 8 flip angle; 1 ⇥ 1 ⇥ 2.5 mm voxel size;

256⇥ 160 voxel grid). A high-resolution anatomical volume, acquired in a separate

session, was the average of three MPRAGE scans that were aligned and averaged

(2500 ms repetition time; 3.93 ms echo time; 8 flip angle; 1 ⇥ 1 ⇥ 1 mm voxel

size; 256⇥ 256 voxel grid). This high-resolution anatomical scan was used both for
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registration across scanning sessions and for gray matter segmentation and cortical

flattening.

Defining retinotopic regions of interest

Each subject participated in a standard retinotopic mapping experiment, described

in detail elsewhere [128, 72, 80]. The data were analyzed, following standard pro-

cedures to identify meridian representations corresponding to the borders between

retinotopically organized visual areas V1, V2, V3, and V4. There is some contro-

versy over the exact definition of human V4 and the area just anterior to it; we

adopted the conventions proposed by Wandell and colleagues [230]. We used data

from an independent localizer scan (see above) to further restrict each visual area

to only those voxels responding to the stimulus annulus with coherence of at least

0.25. Qualitatively similar results were obtained using higher or lower thresholds.

3.4.2 Results

Human V2 responds di↵erentially to naturalistic stimuli

For each subject, we visualized responses to naturalistic images on a flattened rep-

resentation of the occipital cortex. In all three subjects, the naturalistic stimuli

produced reliable modulation of the fMRI response throughout V2, compared to

weak or absent modulation in V1. The presence of the e↵ect tracked the V1/V2

boundary surprisingly well, providing the first instance of a functional response prop-

erty that distinguishes human V2 from V1. We further quantified the di↵erential

response by computing a measure of response amplitude (see above). Di↵erences in

response amplitude averaged over V2 and V1 were highly significant in each subject

(Figure 3.13; P < 0.0001, paired t-test).
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Figure 3.13: Flattened maps (left) of the occipital cortex show di↵erential responses to

naturalistic images in V2 but not V1, for three subjects. Estimates of response amplitude

(far right) were averaged across voxels in each area.

Just as in the single neurons, there was variability in the magnitude of di↵eren-

tial response across texture categories (Figure 3.14 shows two examples). In each

subject, these magnitudes were highly correlated across independent runs (Figure

3.14; S1: r = 0.95; S2: r = 0.87; S3: r = 0.99; all P < 0.0001). Magnitudes were

also highly correlated across subjects (average pairwise correlation, r = 0.86).

Event-related experiment

The fMRI experiment described thus far used a block design. This protocol is

optimal with respect to signal-to-noise ratio because the power in the response

time course is concentrated at a single temporal frequency, selected to obtain a

reasonable trade-o↵ between the signal attenuation at high frequencies due to the

sluggishness of the hemodynamics [23] and the noise and drift that dominate fMRI

signals at low frequencies [205]. However, a block design only measures response
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three subjects, this variability was consistent across runs within a subject (lower left), and

also across subjects (lower right).

modulation, rather than measure the response to each stimulus class relative to a

baseline, making it less comparable to the electrophysiological measures.

In one subject, we performed an event-related experiment. The procedure and

analyses were similar to those described in [28, 73]. Briefly, on each trial, we
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presented a burst of 5 samples from one texture category, either naturalistic or noise,

for 1 s (100 ms on, 100 ms o↵). The presentation was followed by 2 s of mean

luminance, and an inter-stimulus interval that was jittered randomly across trials. On

a small fraction of trials, no stimulus was present. In total, there were 30 trials types

(15 naturalistic, and 15 noise). The subject completed 24 runs of the experiment.

Data collection and stimulus presentation was otherwise similar to that described

for the block design above. To analyze the data, we used deconvolution to estimate

a hemodynamic response function for each visual area (after averaging response

time courses across all 30 stimulus categories) [50]. We then used a general linear

model to estimate the response amplitude for each voxel and stimulus category.

We included as regressors in the linear model the convolution of each stimulus

sequence with the estimated HRF, as well as the convolution of each stimulus

sequence with the derivative of the HRF. Including the derivative absorbs voxel-

by-voxel variability in the sluggishness of the hemodynamics, rather than absorbing

it into variability in the estimates of response amplitude. We estimated response

amplitudes to each category of texture and noise, and computed, for each voxel,

a modulation index similar to that computed for the single-unit data, taking the

di↵erence in the response to naturalistic and noise divided by the sum of the absolute

value of the response to naturalistic and the absolute value of the response to noise.

Figure 3.15 shows modulation indices averaged across voxels in V1 and V2 for

each of the 15 texture categories, sorted as in Figure 3.7. Modulation indices were

significantly higher in V2 than in V1 (P < 0.0001, paired t-test across categories),

corroborating both the single-unit results as well as the results of the block design

experiment. However, when examining variability in modulation across categories,

which was reliable in the block design across subjects and runs, we did not find

evidence for a significant correlation between the modulation measured in the event-
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Figure 3.15: Modulation indices for 15 texture categories obtained from an event-related

fMRI experiment. (Left) Modulation was higher in V2 than V1, error bars indicate s.e.m.

across 23 runs. (Right) Modulation was not significantly correlated across categories with

response amplitudes measured using a block design.

related and block-design experiments (Figure 3.15, r = 0.38, P = 0.16). We

attribute this failure to unstable estimates of response amplitudes in the event-

related design. Unlike the block design experiment, estimates of response amplitude

for each texture in the event-related experiment were highly variable across runs, and

we found no evidence for reliable accuracy when training a classifier to discriminate

among the 30 image categories based on the multivariate pattern of responses in

either V1 or V2 (not shown). Thus, although the event-related design yields a

measure of modulation more comparable to that obtained from single-units, and

broadly reproduced the di↵erence between V2 and V1, the number of stimuli would

likely need to be reduced (or the number of runs and subjects greatly increased) to

compensate for the design’s lower signal-to-noise ratio.
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fMRI responses (averaged across 3 subjects) and single-unit modulation (averaged across

neurons, 102 in V1, 103 in V2).
.

3.4.3 Comparing human to macaque

V2 responses vary similarly across categories

In both single-unit and fMRI responses, we found that di↵erential responses to

naturalistic images varied across texture categories (Figures 3.7 and 3.14). We

compared the amplitude of modulation of the fMRI responses with the average

single-unit modulation index across texture categories. The fMRI and electrophysi-

ological measures of response modulation were reliably correlated in V2 (Figure 3.16;

r = 0.54, P < 0.05), but this was not evident in V1 (r = 0.30, P = 0.28). We

also correlated the modulation indices from each individual neuron with the fMRI

response modulations, and found that correlations were significantly higher in V2

than in V1 (P < 0.005, t-test on Fisher Z-transformed correlations).11 The pres-

ence and diversity of the di↵erential responses to naturalistic images in V2 were thus

similar in anesthetized macaque neuronal populations and awake human fMRI. The
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Figure 3.17: Although fMRI response amplitudes to naturalistic textures in V1 were

small, across texture categories they were reliably correlated with fMRI response ampli-

tudes in V2 (left), and single-unit response modulations in V2 (right)

comparison is complicated somewhat by the nature of the block design experiment,

which only measures the di↵erence between naturalistic and noise, whereas in single

neurons we measured the di↵erence divided by the sum. An event-related experi-

ment would have enabled a more appropriate comparison, but as discussed above,

the lower signal-to-noise ratio of that approach makes it unsuitable for measuring

di↵erential responses across a large variety of categories.

Dynamics and possible evidence for feedback in V1

Despite the robust di↵erences between V2 and V1 emphasized thus far, both single-

unit and fMRI measures revealed weak residual responses in V1 to naturalistic stim-

uli. In the single-unit data, V1 responses showed a late component of modulation,

approximately 100 ms after response onset (Figure 3.5), though this was only reli-

ably present in a small subset of neurons. In the fMRI experiment, responses were

significantly larger in V2 than in V1, but responses in V1 were larger than 0 (Figure

3.13), significantly so in two of three subjects (P < 0.05, t-test).
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Figure 3.18: Response modulation was computed separately within two temporal win-

dows, early and late in the response. The early period followed response onset and was

adjusted for each neuron; the late period was fixed across neurons, chosen as the window

showing modulation in the V1 population average. Across texture categories, there was

some evidence for a correlation between this late V1 component and other measures of

response amplitude.

We wondered whether these responses in V1 might reflect feedback from V2 to

specific subpopulations of V1 neurons. Rigorously demonstrating feedback would

require measuring responses in V1 while inactivating V2, e.g. through cooling [174].

However, two pieces of additional evidence suggest a feedback explanation. First,

although fMRI responses in V1 were not correlated with single-unit responses in V1

(Figure 3.16), fMRI responses in V1 were reliably correlated with fMRI responses

in V2 (Figure 3.17). If the variability across textures within V2 is reliable and

functionally relevant (as we will argue in Chapter 4), the residual signal in V1 carries

similar information. We also analyzed the late component of single-unit responses in
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V1, by computing a modulation index for each V1 neuron within an 100 ms window

in which weak modulation was present in the population response (Figure 3.18). The

late V1 modulation, across texture categories, was reliably correlated with the V2

modulation earlier in the response duration (r = 0.70, P < 0.004). Furthermore,

the late V1 modulation was weakly, though not significantly, correlated with fMRI

responses in both V1 (r = 0.54, P = 0.16) and V2 (r = 0.47, P = 0.074). Each

of these results are anecdotal, but an intriguing and parsimonious summary is that

the late component of the V1 response reflects feedback from V2, and due to the

sluggishness of the hemodynamics, this is manifest in a weak but reliable fMRI

response in V1.

3.5 Possible mechanisms

V2 neurons responded more to images containing naturalistic structure than images

that do not. Our unusual approach – generating stimuli to test hypotheses about

V2 neurons, rather than directly modeling their responses – helped identify this

response property, but also leaves mysterious the functional mechanisms in V2 that

might give rise to the observed modulation.

We can begin by identifying mechanisms that do not show modulation. First,

we return to our simulation assessing the basis of selectivity to shape and curvature

from Chapter 2 in which we applied simple LN mechanisms to images (Figure 2.5).

Specifically, we compute the outputs of model neurons with either oriented filters,

or filters with mixtures of two orientations, both followed by rectification (Figure

3.19). We randomize the orientation of the filters because the stimuli were not

adapted to the orientation preference of each neuron. We compute the response of

each model neuron to each naturalistic and noise image, and compute modulation
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Figure 3.19: Simple LN mechanisms fail to respond di↵erentially to naturalistic stimuli.

For each simulation responses were averaged across 100 model neurons tuned to di↵erent

orientations and spatial frequencies (or mixtures of orientation and frequency).
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indices just as we did for the physiological data. For all texture categories, these

simple LN mechanisms fail to yield significant modulation, and thus fail to account

for the modulation found in V2 (Figure 3.19).

To complicate the model slightly, we use complex cell oriented filters, each of

which computes a sum of squared responses of two phase-shifted filters, yielding

a local measure of spectral energy (or magnitude) (Figure 3.20). We consider

both single complex cell filters, as well as linear combinations of two complex cell

filters at nearby locations, but with di↵erent orientation preferences. Again, we

find little or no modulation. The latter case is particularly interesting because it

is the model considered by many e↵orts to characterize unique properties of V2

neurons [8, 225, 237]. Just as simple V1 neurons are modeled as computing linear

combinations of their a↵erents, and complex V1 neurons as computing sums of

squared linear combinations (Figure 2.3), it might be useful to think of the sum of

V1 complex cells as a “simple” V2 neuron.

Why do these mechanisms fail to distinguish naturalistic from noise? A complex

cell signals local spectral energy. In so far as the two kinds of stimuli are matched

for spectral energy over a suitable spatial window, and are relatively homogenous,

so long as the receptive field is reasonably large, any spectral mechanism, or linear

combination of spectral mechanisms, should yield similar outputs to the two stimulus

ensembles. Averaging responses across samples will also help eliminate preferences

arising due to inhomogeneity in the spatial structure of the receptive field. Given the

nature of the modeling exercise, we certainly cannot claim that no linear combination

of complex cell responses would produce the observed modulation – it might be

possible to achieve by including normalization [97, 195, 36], for example – but at

least simple instantiations do not appear to su�ce.

Recall that the distinguishing feature of the naturalistic stimuli is the presence of
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Each simulation begn with the responses of V1-like orientation-tuned complex cells (small

insets). Taking its response directly yields a complex V1 cell; adding the responses of

nearby filters yields a simple V2 cell; combining squared linear combinations of filter

yields a complex V2 cell. In each case, the responses of a small set of mechanisms were

averaged, each sensitive to di↵erent orientations and, for the complex V2 cell, di↵erent

spatial frequencies.

magnitude correlations, which occur because we imposed spatially-averaged prod-

ucts of filter magnitudes. In relating two models of motion representation – the

Reichardt correlational model, and the energy model – Adelson and Bergen [2]

showed how products can be computed through a cascade of linear filtering, squar-

ing, and linear filtering. A similar equivalence can be used to construct a mechanism

sensitive to magnitude correlations in the domains of space, orientation, and spatial

frequency. Specifically, consider two complex cell-like oriented filters, each of which

compute a phase-invariant measure of oriented energy, at all locations in an image.
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Denote the filter outputs as C

xy1 and C

xy2. At any location, if we take the sum

of the filter outputs and square it, take the di↵erence and square it, and then take

the di↵erence, it is equivalent to computing a product (up to scale factor). Adding

these outputs across spatial locations is equivalent to spatially averaging products,

r =

X

xy

�
(C

xy1 + C

xy2)
2 � (C

xy1 � C

xy2)
2
�
= 4

X

xy

C

xy1Cxy2 (3.9)

This mechanism is a form of hierarchical convolutional filtering, where the filters

(or “subunits”) are simple di↵erencing operators, [1, 1] and [1,�1] applied to com-

plex cell outputs. The filters are applied at each location and, after squaring, are

again linearly combined and pooled across space. This example was constructed

to explicitly compute the product between the two filter outputs (and thus capture

their correlation); the pair of complex cell filters determines the form of correlation

(e.g. across scale, position, or orientation). Figure 3.20 shows the result of applying

mechanisms like these – 11 in total, capturing di↵erent pairwise correlations – to

naturalistic and noise images. The mechanisms exhibit modulation. The ranking

of the average modulation across texture categories does not match that found in

the physiology. However, each of the 11 individual mechanisms exhibits a di↵erent

ranking (not shown), and if V2 neurons implement mechanisms like these ones, the

ranking in the population average would depend on the relative frequency of the

di↵erent mechanisms.

The above computation is deliberately artificial, but can readily be generalized

by considering arbitrary linear filters acting on complex cells tuned to multiple ori-

entations and spatial frequencies. Let C
xyb

be a three-dimensional representation

of complex cell outputs at di↵erent locations (x, y), as well as di↵erent bands (b)

of a mutli-scale multi-oriented pyramid. We can spatially convolve this output with
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a filter that computes an arbitrary linear combination of magnitudes, then run the

output through a point-wise nonlinearity g(·) (e.g. squaring), and pool the result

across space,

r =

X

xy

g

 
X

b

C

xyb

⇤
space

k

xyb

!
(3.10)

We can also allow for arbitrary spatial weights, and multiple filters,
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We can further allow for a convolution across subbands rather than space (with

appropriate boundary handling),

r =
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Eqs. 3.11 and 3.12 describe convolution along two separable dimensions. A com-

plete model would allow for a “generalized convolution” and weighting across both

subbands and space,

r =

X

xyb

w

xyb

�
g
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C
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In such a model, the filter and the form of convolution (and spatial weighting) deter-

mine the selectivity and invariance. For example, a filter that combines neighboring

orientations coupled with spatial convolution captures cross-orientation dependen-

cies but is invariant to spatial location. A filter that combines neighboring scales

coupled with “convolution” in orientation could capture scale dependencies invariant

to orientation.
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We propose the above family of mechanisms as a description of “complex” V2

neurons, and imagine that V2 neurons implement the computation through the com-

bination of their V1 a↵erents, possibly across multiple stages of processing within

V2. But the proposal relies on a description of V1 neurons as only computing local

spectral energy. Many V1 neurons themselves exhibit complex contextual e↵ects,

e.g. cross-orientation and surround suppression, as captured by normalization mod-

els [37, 97, 101, 195, 36]. As discussed in Chapter 2, some of these computations

can be described by sums and di↵erences (and possibly division) of squared outputs

of filters tuned to multiple orientations and positions. Such inputs from V1 could

take the place of the initial linear combinations of complex cell outputs in the above

mechanisms, and these inputs, alongside a simpler combination rule in V2, could

give rise to the same sensitivity. An interesting hypothesis, then, is that a single

computation is distributed across the two areas, each of which contain neurons with

varying degrees of complexity in how they pool their inputs; but the most complex

computations still only arise in V2. Also interesting is how normalization in the

second stage – subtractive or divisive interactions across the proposed subunit out-

puts – could contribute to the selectivity and invariance properties of the proposed

mechanism. Recent e↵orts to incorporate normalization in the filter-rectify-filter

model [231, 95] could prove useful in guiding this exploration.

An important avenue for future work is developing methods for directly fit-

ting such a nonlinear, hierarchical model to responses of individual V2 neurons

[203, 187, 186, 226]. Crucial to that e↵ort will be generating stimuli that probe the

dependencies potentially captured by the model. Although the Portilla and Simon-

celli textures exhibit many of the relevant magnitude dependencies, a more elegant

approach would be to develop a synthesis-by-analysis algorithm for this particular

model, thereby yoking the experimental stimuli directly to the model fitting. Com-
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puting gradients of these nonlinear subunit mechanisms, with respect to either the

filters or the complex cell coe�cients, is relatively straightforward, and could be

used both to fit filters required to predict the response of a given neuron to a large

ensemble of stimuli, or to “fit” the stimulus that predicts a population of neuronal

responses (e.g. as computed on an original image). In the latter case, the responses

of neuronal populations act e↵ectively as image statistics, and could be used online

during experiments to synthesize targeted experimental stimuli [134, 38, 108]

3.6 Discussion

We have discovered a family of image features that modulate the responses of

neurons in area V2, while having only a minimal e↵ect on neurons in area V1. This

modulation of activity in V2 was strong, and similar, in both anesthetized macaques

and awake humans.

Previous studies have identified specialized response properties in subpopulations

of V2 neurons, but the di↵erences between V2 and V1 are usually small [171, 129,

141, 103, 64]. One attribute that has robustly distinguished V2 from V1 is border

ownership [240], which seems, like our e↵ect, to depend on signals from the receptive

field surround in V2 [48, 86]. Border ownership signaling, however, may also rely

on attentional feedback [176, 67], whereas the response pattern we have discovered

probably does not, as it is evident in both awake humans with diverted attention

and anesthetized macaques.

We compared responses to naturalistic texture stimuli with responses to

spectrally-matched noise images, similar to the globally phase-randomized images

that have been used previously in fMRI [142], psychophysics [210], and physiology

[70] experiments. Comparing fMRI responses for intact and phase-randomized
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objects, for example, reveals di↵erential responses throughout the human lateral

occipital cortex [142]. But none of these studies distinguished responses in V1

and V2. This may be due to the use of uncontrolled images of natural objects or

scenes [69, 187], which obscures the influence of higher order correlations. The

spatial homogeneity of our stimuli, coupled with a synthesis method that enabled

the generation of an unlimited number of images from each category, facilitated

the comparison between neurophysiology (averaging across neurons with di↵erent

receptive field locations), and human fMRI [99]. Synthetic naturalistic stimuli like

ours thus o↵er a balance between natural and artificial that may prove useful in

physiological characterization in other sensory domains.

The naturalistic stimuli contained correlations among V1-like filter outputs,

which were imposed during synthesis of the naturalistic images [175], but which

were absent from the otherwise matched noise images. It is tempting to hypoth-

esize that V2 neurons directly encode these correlation parameters. However, as

discussed above, a family of nonlinear computations on V1-like outputs, similar in

function but di↵ering in detail, can e↵ectively capture the same correlations, and

would create the sensitivity to naturalistic stimuli that we found in V2. Specifically,

selectivity for correlations could be achieved by combining squared and spatially

pooled linear combinations of appropriate V1 inputs, analogous to those used to

compute contrast or motion energy [106, 2, 187, 24]. Such complex cells in V2

would give enhanced responses to stimuli containing higher-order correlations, un-

like V2 simple neurons which linearly combine the output of orientation-tuned filters

[8, 237, 225]. This hypothesis is conceptually satisfying because it suggests that

nonlinear computations of identical form reappear at multiple stages of the cortical

hierarchy [101, 36].

In the language of Marr, this Chapter has focused largely on implementation
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and algorithm. As information ascends the cortical hierarchy, the computational

goal is presumably not representing local texture patches, but enabling the percep-

tion of scenes and objects. A common view, as discussed in Chapter 1, is that early

computations encode the primitive elements of which scenes are made, and that

subsequent stages of processing assemble these elements into larger and more com-

plex combinations, capturing the structural relationships that determine the visual

world. This constructionist view has stumbled on the problem of V2, whose neurons

have stubbornly refused to reveal the form of their elementary feature combinations

[171, 116, 8, 225, 129, 141, 102, 103, 64, 225], perhaps because the set of potential

local feature combinations is vast, and particular images contain only sparse samples

from this set. Texture stimuli, such as those used here, can facilitate the search

by enabling the presentation of dense arrays of features under experimental control.

But they also suggest that the representation of two fundamental constituents of

visual scenes [1] – the specific feature combinations that comprise objects, and the

statistics of local features that characterize textures – may both reside in V2.

This thesis will not answer the question of how V2 responses subserve object

recognition, but in the next two Chapters, we will provide evidence linking the novel

V2 responses described here to perceptual capabilities for recognizing naturalistic

stimuli, including the discrimination of simple homogenous texture patterns (Chapter

4) and the perception of complex natural scenes (Chapter 5).

Notes

8We selected these 15 categories somewhat arbitrarily, but emphasized categories for which

naturalistic images di↵ered from spectrally-matched noise images, while ensuring there was vari-
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ability in the extent of that di↵erence. We return to this point when describing a much larger

distribution of naturalistic stimuli in Chapter 4.

9Results were nearly identical when using a quantitative criterion based on the standard devi-

ation of the response.

10In this, and all other plots, that relate two dependent measures, lines show fits using total least

squares, which is more appropriate than plotting the best fitting regression line, which assumes

no variability along the independent dimension; but the line is shown only for visualization.

11When performing statistical tests that assume normality on correlation coe�cients, we applied

Fisher’s normalizing Z-transform, r0 = (1/2) log((1 + r)/(1� r)).
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Chapter 4

Linking perception and

physiology through V2

4.1 Introduction

The responses of visual neurons support and constrain perceptual capabilities. In

the primate, physiological investigations into the early visual pathways were com-

plemented, and in some cases motivated, by psychophysical studies of sensitivity

to contrast, spatial frequency, and orientation (reviewed in [58, 87, 89]). Our un-

derstanding of the functions of extrastriate cortex has similarly been guided and

influenced by finding links between neuronal responses and behavior, notably in

the cases of disparity-selectivity in V2 [155, 156, 157], direction-selectivity in MT

[153, 198, 27, 26, 96], selectivity for self-motion in MSTd [93], attentional mod-

ulation in V4 [45], and object invariances in inferotemporal cortex [115, 135]. In

humans, fMRI has been used to relate surround suppression, pattern detection, and

contrast sensitivity to responses in early visual areas [239, 178, 22], and to relate

e↵ects of attention to response modulation throughout visual cortex [170].
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Establishing such links is of particular interest in areas that encode complex and

behaviorally-relevant image features, of which V2 may be the earliest example. Nev-

ertheless, other than disparity, there have been few perceptual properties attributed

specifically to V2 neurons. There is an extensive literature on the perception of

second-order patterns, which consist of distinct regions containing di↵erent tex-

ture patterns, the boundaries of which cannot be detected with linear mechanisms

[18, 88, 124, 222, 43, 126, 127]. Perception of these stimuli has been examined

alongside a two-stage modeling framework – the filter-rectify-filter model – that can

extract second-order texture boundaries (Figure 2.15). The two stages of the model

suggest processing in V1 and V2. But electrophysiological evidence in macaque

suggests that sensitivity to second-order form is comparable between V2 and V1,

and is present in a minority of neurons in each area [63]. fMRI studies have similarly

shown that sensitivity to these patterns, while present (and comparable) in V1 and

V2, is more pronounced in higher areas (but see [95]). Thus, while the extraction of

texture-defined boundaries may be a crucial component of scene segmentation, it

does not appear to describe the transformation from V1 and V2. Furthermore, it is

di�cult to link this particular class of laboratory stimuli to the statistical structure

of natural images.

The synthesis-by-analysis procedure discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 provides a

tool for generating controlled families of experimental stimuli with complex natu-

ralistic statistical structure. Previous studies have explored the perception of these

texture stimuli; for example, by assessing the importance of di↵erent subsets of

parameters for yielding synthetic textures that are visually similar to an original

[12]. But perception of these stimuli has not been linked to any underlying physi-

ology. In Chapter 3, we used synthetic naturalistic textures to study neuronal and

fMRI responses in V1 and V2. We found that V2 neurons responded consistently
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more vigorously to these stimuli than to spectrally-matched control stimuli lacking

naturalistic structure.

Here, we describe the results of behavioral experiments that link the physio-

logical responses from Chapter 3 to perception. First, we found that variability in

di↵erential response in V2 across texture categories predicts variability in perceptual

sensitivity. We accomplished this by titrating the inclusion of higher-order statistics

so as to measure fine-grained di↵erences in sensitivity to naturalistic features. We

then used a crowdsourcing technique to measure perceptual sensitivity to a much

larger ensemble of textures and identified image properties contributing to percep-

tual sensitivity and, we infer, physiological responses in V2. Finally, we analyzed

population responses in V2 to show that the neuronal representation in V2, more

so than in V1, supports the perceptual similarity of statistically-matched textures.

This provides a neuronal substrate for a novel form of statistical invariance that will

motivate the perceptual experiments described in Chapter 5.

4.2 Perceptual discrimination

In Chapter 3, we showed that V2 neurons responded consistently more to syn-

thetic stimuli than to spectrally-matched control stimuli (“noise”) lacking natural-

istic structure. But the degree of that di↵erential response varied reliably with the

category of texture. If perception depends on neuronal signals in V2, then texture

categories that evoke a larger di↵erential response should be those for which the

naturalistic and noise images are more perceptually distinct.

For all of our texture categories, the naturalistic and noise images are reliably

distinguishable with near perfect accuracy. Nevertheless, some pairs may appear
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Naturalness

0% 100%

Figure 4.1: Titrating the inclusion of higher order correlations during image synthesis

yields images spanning a “naturalness” axis between noise and naturalistic; examples are

shown for three texture categories, with high, medium, and low naturalness thresholds

(from top to bottom).

more distinct than others. Several approaches exist for measuring perceptual dis-

tinctiveness [143, 211]. We chose to generate a family of stimuli that interpolated

between the two extremes, by titrating the inclusion of the higher-order statistics.

This yielded images spanning an axis which we call “naturalness” (Figure 4.1). We

measured how well observers could discriminate naturalistic from noise for di↵erent

levels of naturalness, and identified the threshold required to attain a criterion level

of performance. Under the assumption that just noticeable di↵erences (JNDs) are

approximately constant for any pair of discriminations along the naturalness axis,

threshold will be monotonically related to the perceptual distance between the end-

points. Below, we describe the details of the image generation and the perceptual

task.
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4.2.1 Psychophysical methods

Observers

Three observers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the ex-

periments (all male; age range, 26-30 years). Protocols for selection of observers

and experimental procedures were approved by the Human Subjects Committee of

New York University. One observer was the author of this thesis, and another was a

collaborator on the project. The third was naive to the purpose of the experiment.

Stimuli

To generate synthetic stimuli spanning a “naturalness” axis between naturalistic

and spectrally-matched “noise”, for each texture category we computed the model

parameters ~p

nat

on the original natural photograph and parameters ~p

noise

on a

spectrally-matched noise image, and then linearly interpolated the model param-

eters between the two endpoints, ~p
interp

= �~p

nat

+ (1 � �)~p

noise

. For each linear

interpolation – each value of � – we used the synthesis procedure described in Chap-

ters 2 and 3 to generate 15 image samples. Pilot experiments suggested that the

distribution of thresholds across texture categories was approximately normally dis-

tributed in the log domain, so we sampled the naturalness axis with points � equally

spaced on a logarithmic scale. We refer to naturalness as a percentage – e.g., 10%

naturalness means � = 0.1.

Stimuli were presented on a 41⇥ 30 cm flat screen CRT monitor at a distance

of 46 cm. Texture images were presented within vignetted 4

� circular patches at

three locations equidistant from fixation, each 4

� eccentricity (one above fixation,

one to the lower left, and one to the lower right). A 0.25

� fixation square was shown

throughout the experiment.
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Figure 4.2: In each trial of the 3AFC “oddity” task, observers saw three images – two

noise and one naturalistic, or vice versa – and indicated the odd one out.

Task

Every trial of the 3AFC “oddity” task presented three di↵erent images in the three

patches: two images were noise and one was naturalistic, or one was noise and two

were naturalistic (Figure 4.2). The observer judged which was the odd one out.

All three images were distinct synthetic samples, so observers needed to make their

judgements based on the similarity or di↵erence in the statistical structure of the

images, not by comparing images pixel-by-pixel. Oddity tasks are useful in cases

like this, where individual stimuli reflect stochastic samples from statistically-defined

categories [104, 12].

The naturalness of the naturalistic image(s) varied across trials, between 4%

and 80%. If two naturalistic images were presented on a trial, they had the same

level of naturalness. Images were presented for 600 ms, after which observers had 1

sec to indicate their response with a keypress. There was no feedback. Before the

experiment, each observer performed a small number of practice trials (⇡ 10) with

feedback to become familiar with the task. Di↵erent texture categories were run in

separate blocks. Each observer performed 480 trials in a block; the order of condi-

tions and location of the target were appropriately randomized and counterbalanced.

Blocks were performed in random order for each observer.
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Figure 4.3: Performance in the 3AFC task as a function of naturalness was fit with a

cumulative Weibull (black line) by maximizing likelihood. Chance performance was 1/3.

Functions are shown for a single human observer, for two texture categories with high

sensitivity (left) and low (right), defined as 1/threshold.

Analysis

For each texture category, we fit the parameters of a cumulative Weibull function

that maximized the likelihood of the psychometric data. The function was param-

eterized with a threshold, slope, and lapse rate [235]. Estimated lapse rates were

typically very small (mean 1%, maximum 6%). Threshold was converted to its

reciprocal (sensitivity) for all subsequent analyses, and statistics, e.g. correlations,

were computed in the log domain.

4.2.2 Relating physiology and perception

We used the above psychophysical procedure to measure perceptual threshold for

each of our 15 texture categories (examples in Figure 4.3). For each texture category,

we also computed the modulation index for each neuron – the di↵erence between

the response to naturalistic and noise, divided by the sum (from Figure 3.5).

Across the categories, perceptual sensitivity – the reciprocal of threshold – was

significantly correlated with modulation, averaged across neurons, in V2 (Figure 4.4,
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Figure 4.4: (Left) Across 15 texture categories, perceptual sensitivity (1/threshold, aver-

aged across three human subjects) was significantly correlated with the single-unit mod-

ulation index in V2 (blue) but not in V1 (green). (Right) Similar results were found for

fMRI response amplitudes.

r = 0.62, P < 0.05) but not in V1 (r = 0.21, P = 0.45). We also computed these

correlations separately for each neuron, and found that correlations for V2 neurons

were significantly larger than correlations for V1 neurons (P < 0.0001, t-test on

Fisher Z-transformed correlations).

Ideally, we would have measured each neuron’s response modulation for di↵erent

levels of naturalness and used an ROC analysis to construct a neurometric function

and derive thresholds [153, 27]. The following argument, however, suggests that

modulation at 100% naturalness should vary monotonically with threshold. In our

existing data, recorded at 100% naturalness, ROC analyses (not shown) showed

that single V2 neurons discriminated between naturalistic and noise with less than

100% accuracy; even for the neurons and categories with the strongest modulation,

accuracy was typically 60 � 70%. Thus, without having measured them, we know

neurometric functions would fail to saturate at 100% naturalness. If we further

assume that the slopes of all neurons’ neurometric functions are comparable, then
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Figure 4.5: The response of each neuron in V1 (left) and V2 (right) to the 15 categories

was correlated separately with fMRI response amplitudes and perceptual sensitivity. Dark

shading indicates neurons for which either correlation was significant (P < 0.05).

larger modulations at 100% should correspond to lower thresholds, justifying the

above comparison.

We similarly compared perceptual sensitivity and fMRI response amplitude. Sen-

sitivity was significantly correlated with fMRI responses in V2 (Figure 4.4; r = 0.69;

P < 0.005) but not in V1 (r = 0.40; P = 0.14). We also computed, separately

for each subject, the correlation between fMRI responses in each area and average

perceptual sensitivity, and found that correlations were significantly higher in V2

than V1 (P < 0.005, paired t-test on Fisher Z-transformed correlations). The hint

of correlation in V1 is consistent with the suggestion from Chapter 3 that V1 fMRI

responses reflect feedback from V2.

Finally, for each neuron, we examined its correlation with both perceptual sen-

sitivity and fMRI response amplitude. These relationships are depicted in Figure

4.5; each dot is a neuron, and neurons for which either correlation was significant
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(P < 0.05) are shown in a darker color. In V2, more so than in V1, correlations

with both variables tended to occur together. Furthermore, there is a clear cluster

of points in V2 in the upper right quadrant – neurons with variability in modulation

across texture categories that were tightly correlated with both perceptual sensitivity

and fMRI responses. Given the functional heterogeneity and diversity of projections

from V2 (e.g. signals related to motion and disparity rather than textural form)

[204, 154], only a subset of V2 neurons are likely directly involved in perceptual

decisions concerning these stimuli.

4.3 Crowdsourcing psychophysics

Although robust, the relationship between perception and physiological response

described in the previous section was restricted to 15 image categories. To examine

the distribution of sensitivities across a much wider range of natural texture images,

we measured perceptual sensitivity for 494 categories using Amazon.com’s “Me-

chanical Turk”, an internet-based crowd-sourcing method, obtaining approximately

300 hours of behavioral data from thousands of humans subjects (called “turkers”).

We then used this ensemble to pick stimuli for a targeted experiment validating the

relationships described above, as well as to explore image features contributing to

the variability in sensitivity – and presumably neuronal responses in V2.

4.3.1 Methods

Observers

Several hundred turkers were recruited for experiments through Amazon.com’s Me-

chanical Turk website. Each was paid %0.40 for approximately 5 minutes of their
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time. Payment was made so long as turkers completed the task. Demographic

data were not collected. Participation was restricted to those turkers achieving 95%

approval rating on other Mechanical Turk tasks.12 Protocols for selection of turkers

and experimental procedures were approved by the human subjects committee of

New York University. All turkers signed an electronic consent form at the beginning

of the experiment. We ensured that 10 unique turkers completed the task for each

texture category, but we did not prevent the same turker from completing the task

for multiple texture categories.

Stimuli and Task

We developed a version of our 3AFC task for display in a web browser (see example

at http://www.jeremyfreeman.net/public/turk/code/?csv=tex-018-files.csv), using

Javascript and CSS. Each trial began with 700 ms blank period, followed by a 600

ms stimulus presentation, and a second 700 ms blank period. As in the laboratory

version of the experiment, images were presented in three patches equidistant from

fixation. A small red fixation dot was shown throughout the experiment. After

the second blank, three arrows were presented near fixation pointing towards the

three possible target locations. Turkers were instructed that “One image will look

di↵erent from the other two – your task is to identify it by clicking the black arrow

that points to it.” There was no other explanation of the nature of the stimuli or

the conditions.

Trial types were similar to those in the laboratory experiment, except naturalness

was varied across ten points equally spaced on a logarithmic scale between between

10% and 100%. This range was chosen because pilot experiments suggested moder-

ately higher thresholds compared to the laboratory data. Each turker performed 60
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trials, and di↵erent texture categories were run separately. There was no feedback

during the experiment, but turkers performed 6 trials at the beginning with 100%

naturalness, and were told that these initial trials would be easier than the rest.

Given the nature of crowd-sourced experiments, we were unable to control view-

ing distance, size, or eccentricity. However, we demonstrate below that data ob-

tained from the crowd, and from the lab, were comparable, suggesting that such

variations were unimportant, at least with respect to this stimulus and task.

Assessing observer quality

Each turker and texture category yielded a psychometric function, based on six trials

for each of ten levels of naturalness. Typically, for each texture category, a small

number of turkers performed at or near chance at all naturalness levels, suggesting

that they may not have been performing the task appropriately. If data from all

turkers were averaged, the influence of these lazy turkers would have yielded fitted

psychometric functions with very high lapse rates. As an alternative, we developed

an analysis procedure to estimate the quality of turkers and appropriately weight

their contribution to estimates of threshold.

For each texture category, we fit data from all turkers with a mixture model.13

The model consists of a psychometric function common to all turkers, parameterized

with a slope and threshold, and a parameter that controls the quality of each turker.

Specifically, for each category, we assume that N turkers perform the psychophysical

task. The task contains C conditions (the di↵erent levels of naturalness), and there

are T trials for each condition. On every trial, the turker provides a response x

nct

that is either correct (x
nct

= 1) or incorrect (x
nct

= 0). The probability of a

response being correct is governed by an turker-independent function p

c

= F (c, ✓)
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which relates the conditions to a probability of correct response via the parameters

✓ of a cumulative Wiebull function. The probability of correct response is also

determined by an turker-dependent lapse parameter �
n

which gives the probability

that an observer will lapse on any trial, that is, respond randomly rather than

according to p

c

. Let ⇥ represent all parameters (those governing the psychometric

function, and the lapse rates for all observers). We introduce the latent variable

z

nct

to represent whether or not an observer lapsed on a particular condition/trial

combination. We will make use of the indicator variable z

nctk

: If z
nct

= 1, then

z

nct1 = 1 and z

nct0 = 0; If z
nct

= 0, then z

nct1 = 0 and z

nct0 = 1.

Consider a particular turker, trial, and condition. If the turker lapses, she will

respond correctly at chance, so the distribution of her response is given by a Bernoulli

random variable

P (x

nct

|z
nct

= 1, ✓) = �

xnct
(1� �)

1�xnct
(4.1)

where � is 1/3 for the 3AFC task. And if she does not lapse, her response will be

governed by the psychometric function,

P (x

nct

|z
nct

= 0, ✓) = p

xnct
c

(1� p

c

)

1�xnct
(4.2)

We can use the indicator variables to write the joint distribution over the data and

the latent variables as

P (x

nct

, z

nct

|✓,�
i

) =

⇥�
�

xnct
(1� �)

1�xnct
�
�

i

⇤
znct1

⇥�
p

xnct
c

(1� p

c

)

1�xnct
�
(1� �

i

)

⇤
znct0

(4.3)
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Note the dependence on the marginal probability of a lapse, �
i

. When z

nct

= 1, the

above reduces to the first term alone, which is

P (x

nct

|z
nct

= 1)P (z

nct

= 1) (4.4)

and likewise for the second term. Thus, the expression for the joint uses the in-

dicator variable to capture what is essentially a piecewise combination of Bernoulli

distributions.

The complete log likelihood of the data under this model is,

lnP (X|⇥) = ln

Y

nct

(P (x

nct

|✓,�
i

)) (4.5)

= ln

Y

nct

 
X

z

P (x

nct

, z

nct

|✓,�
i

)

!
(4.6)

Directly maximizing this function with respect to ✓ and �

n

would be intractable (it

is a mixture of Bernoulli distributions). However, note that if the true values of

the latent variables were known, maximizing the log likelihood of the data would

become linear in the parameters (by taking the log of Eq. 4.3). Thus, this problem

is naturally suited to the EM (expectation-maximization) algorithm. Given a current

setting of the parameters �(t)
n

and ✓

(t), we can write the expected log likelihood of

the data with respect to the conditional distribution of the latent variables,

Q(⇥|⇥(t)
) = E

Z|X,⇥(t) [lnP (X,Z|⇥)] (4.7)

We alternate between computing this expected value, and then estimating the pa-

rameters that maximize Eq. 4.7. By the linearity of expectation, it will su�ce to

compute a point estimate of the expected value of each z

nct

. To compute that
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expected value, we need the probability of the latent variables given a known set of

parameter values, which we obtain using Bayes rule,

P (Z|X,⇥

(t)
) =

P (X|Z,⇥(t)
)P (Z|⇥(t)

)P
Z

0 P (X|Z 0
,⇥

(t)
)P (Z

0|⇥(t)
)

(4.8)

Because z̃

nct

= E(z
nct

|x
nct

,⇥

(t)
) = P (z

nct

= 1|x
nct

,⇥

(t)
), we need only compute,

P (z

nct

= 1|x
nct

,⇥

(t)
) =

(�

xnct
(1� �)

1�xnct
)�

n�
p

xnct
c

(1� p

c

)

1�xnct
�
(1� �

i

) + (�

xnct
(1� �)

1�xnct
)�

n

(4.9)

Where p

c

and �

n

depend on ⇥

(t). We now consider the quantity to be maximized,

E
Z|X,⇥(t) [lnP (X,Z|⇥)] =

X

nct

z̃

nct

[x

nct

ln(�) + (1� x

nct

) ln(1� �)

+ ln(�

n

)] + (1� z̃

nct

)[x

nct

ln(p

c

)

+(1� x

nct

) + ln(1� p

c

) + ln(1� �

n

)] (4.10)

where we have used the linearity of expectation to replace z

nct

with z̃

nct

from Eq.

4.9. Di↵erentiating with respect to the parameters of interest yields maximum

likelihood estimators. In practice, we want to di↵erentiate with respect to the pa-

rameters ✓ that control p
c

, or find maximum likelihood estimates through numerical

optimization if the derivatives are non-trivial. But for simplicity and intuition, here

we di↵erentiate with respect to p

c

directly to obtain a non-parametric estimate of

the fraction of correct responses

p̂

c

=

P
nt

(1� z̃

nct

)x

nctP
nt

(1� z̃

nct

)

(4.11)

ˆ

�

n

=

P
ct

z̃

nct

CT

(4.12)
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The expression for p̂
c

is simply the fraction of correct responses weighted by the lapse

occurrence; if there were no lapses, the denominator would contain only 1s, and Eq.

4.11 would reduce to the number of correct responses divided by the total number

of trials. The expression for ˆ

�

n

is similarly intuitive: the number of lapse trials

divided by the total number of trials (across all conditions). Having obtained these

estimates on the M step, they are used on the E step to compute the expectation

in Eq. 4.9.

We confirmed that the parameter estimates obtained from this algorithm reliably

converged from multiple random initializations. As expected, the analysis estimated

high lapse rates for turkers with outlier behavior (e.g. near chance performance in

all conditions), and the analysis ensured that these turkers contributed minimally to

estimates of slope and threshold.

4.3.2 Perceptual sensitivity in the crowd

We measured perceptual sensitivity in the crowd for 494 categories, obtaining data

from 10 subjects per category. This corresponded to nearly 300 hours of psy-

chophysical data collection (300,000 trials!), which would have been exhausting to

collect in the laboratory using traditional methods. But this increase in yield came

at the expense of experimental control, and we wondered whether thresholds mea-

sured from the crowd were consistent with thresholds estimated in the laboratory.

Figure 4.6 shows psychometric functions for two example texture categories with

di↵erent thresholds, measured in the crowd and in the lab. For the crowd-sourced

psychophysics, each colored line indicates a psychometric function from a di↵erent

turker, and the the thickness of each line indicates the quality assigned to that ob-

server (1 minus the inferred lapse rate, �
n

). In each case, the dark line indicates the
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Figure 4.6: Psychometric functions for an example human subject (left) and for 10

turkers (middle). Across 15 categories, sensitivities measured in the laboratory and in the

crowd were highly correlated (right).

best fitting Weibull function. Figure 4.6 also shows the correlation between percep-

tual sensitivity (1/threshold) measured in the crowd and in the lab, for 15 texture

categories. The two sensitivities were reliably correlated, albeit systematically lower

for the crowd. The correlation of r = 0.88 was comparable to the average pairwise

correlation obtained among our three human observers (r = 0.88). Furthermore,

the lower performance in the crowd may have reflected unusual properties of the lab.

Two of the lab observers were the author of this thesis and his primary collaborator,

both of whom had extensive experience looking at and discriminating these stimuli,

and likely had unusually high sensitivities.

Having established the validity of crowd-sourced psychophysics, we considered

the distribution of sensitivity across the 494 categories, grouping them into groups

of low (0-25th percentile), medium (25th-75th), and high sensitivity (75th-100th)

(Figure 4.7). The 15 categories used for the experiments described in Chapter 3
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Figure 4.8: fMRI response amplitudes in V2 were measured for 20 stimuli selected from

the groups in Figure 4.7 to span a range of sensitivities. Responses were averaged across

two human subjects. Data from Figure 4.4 for 10 categories are replotted here.

spanned a range comparable to that of the full distribution, but tending towards

higher sensitivities; of the original 15, 8 fell within the medium sensitivity group,

and 7 in the high. This is not surprising given how we selected those 15 categories;

as noted in Chapter 3, we informally emphasized textures for which the naturalistic

and spectrally-matched noise images looked at least somewhat di↵erent.

We leveraged the full ensemble of sensitivities to generate a targeted set of exper-

imental stimuli, and validate the previously described relationship between sensitivity

and physiological response (Figure 4.4). We selected 10 images from the high sen-

sitivity group, and 10 from the low. Because the original relationship was robust

for both single-neuron responses and fMRI, we used fMRI for the validation. In two

subjects, using the same methods described in Chapter 3, we measured response

amplitudes for the 20 texture categories in V1 and V2. Once again, response am-

plitudes were much larger in V2 than V1 (P < 0.0001, paired t-test). Figure 4.8

reports the correlation between sensitivity and fMRI response amplitude in V2 for
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the 20 new categories. We also include in the plot responses from the same two

subjects for the original 15 images (colored according to their sensitivity group, and

with sensitivity estimated from the crowd rather than the laboratory). The corre-

lation for these 35 categories was robust and significant (r = 0.66, P < 0.0001),

confirming and extending the relationship. Interestingly, the correlation between

sensitivity and fMRI response amplitude was also significant in V1, albeit half the

magnitude (r = 0.34, P = 0.034). As discussed above, some residual correlation

in V1 is expected if the V1 responses reflect feedback from V2.

4.3.3 Predicting diversity of sensitivity

Figure 4.7 shows example images from the di↵erent sensitivity groups. No obvious

properties distinguish the groups, except perhaps that the high sensitivity images

have richer, more complex, and edgier patterns. An artist looking at the images had

a more poetic take: “I couldn’t agree more with the preferences. The bad textures

made me think of rough cloth on the skin, worms wriggling, vomit, allergies. The

good textures were all solar flares, heavens, magic, steam, lava, movement and

liquid” (Meredith Leich, personal communication).

We leveraged the large ensemble of sensitivities to provide a quantitative ac-

count of what makes the high sensitivity images unique. Specifically, we considered

whether the parameters of the Portilla and Simoncelli model, which govern the syn-

thesis of the naturalistic images, could predict the observed variability in sensitivity.

This is not straightforward because of the dimensionality of the model. It con-

tains hundreds of parameters, and there are redundencies both within and across

parameter groups [175, 12]. We simplified the problem, however, by considering

the natural “groups” into which the parameters are organized. That reduction in
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dimensionality, combined with the constraints of perceptual sensitivity from nearly

500 images, made the problem tractable.

We began by computing all the parameters for each of the naturalistic texture

images. It su�ced to compute the parameters for only one sample in each cate-

gory, because multiple samples had identical parameters, by design. Many of the

parameters have scales that depend, often trivially, on the scales of the underlying

quantities; parameters controlling low frequencies, for example, are larger because

of the arbitrary normalization of the steerable pyramid. To control for these di↵er-

ences, parameters were Z-scored so that, for each parameter, the mean of its value

across the images was 0, and the standard deviation was 1. We then grouped the

parameters as follows: (1) pixel statistics (mean, variance, skew, and kurtosis in the

pixel domain), (2) low-pass marginal statistics (skew and kurtosis of multiple spa-

tial frequency bands, (3) products of simple cell responses at neighboring locations,

(4) products of complex cell responses at neighboring locations, (5) average energy

in each subband (spectral properties), (6) correlations of complex cell responses at

neighboring orientations, (7) correlations of complex cells at neighboring scales, and

(8) correlations of simple cells at neighboring scales. For each group of parameters

g, we constructed the n ⇥ p

g

matrix P

g

containing the p

g

texture parameters in

that group for the n texture categories. We then reduced the dimensionality of

each group of parameters separately using principal components analysis, projecting

each parameter matrix into the spaced spanned by the first k components, yielding

a n ⇥ k

g

matrix ˆ

P

g

(Figure 4.9). We used the k components required to capture

70% of the parameter variance (typically between 2 and 6).

Having reduced the dimensionality of each parameter group, we obtained a

combined predictor matrix X, with n rows and a number of columns that depended

on the number of components per group. We added a column of ones to the matrix
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Figure 4.9: Across an ensemble of 468 images, each group of texture parameters was

computed (e.g. the 64 cross-orientation correlations), and principal components analysis

was used to reduce dimensionality, yielding a small number of predictors for each texture

(one predictor shown here, bottom right).

(to account for a constant o↵set), and used simple least squares regression to solve

for the weights
b
~

b that minimized the squared error,

✏ = ||X~

b� ~y||2 (4.13)

where ~y is a vector of log sensitivities for each of the texture categories (as mentioned

above, we worked in the log domain because log sensitivities were approximately

normally distributed). We removed from analysis any categories where thresholds

were estimated as greater than 100% or less than 0% naturalness, to avoid the

influence of outliers due to unstable threshold estimates (only 5% of categories).

With 35 predictors from all parameter groups, the linear model predicted 47%
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Figure 4.10: (Left) Linear regression was used to predict perceptual sensitivity across

468 images using 35 components derived from the texture parameters, as shown in Figure

4.9. (Right) Regression was performed separately on each group of parameters to identify

its explanatory power.

of the variance in perceptual sensitivity (Figure 4.10); 10-fold cross-validation was

used to ensure no overfitting. Performance was nearly identical when using only

k = 1 component per parameter group (only 8 predictors total), but this made it

di�cult to compare the di↵erent parameters (see below), because k = 1 component

captured more parameter variance for some groups than others.

To compare the relative importance of the di↵erent parameter groups, we re-

peated the regression restricted to subsets of predictors. As reported in Figure 4.10,

accuracy was particularly high when using the complex cell cross-scale (40%) and

cross-position (28%) statistics. Accuracies were also relatively high for the complex

cell cross-orientation (17%) and simple cell cross-position (10%) statistics. The

spectral statistics alone yielded an accuracy of 12%. Why are spectral statistics at

all relevant to discriminating images that are matched for their spectra? Spectral

properties can be thought of broadly as controlling visibility. It may be di�cult to

discern structure in a texture with primarily high spatial frequencies, for example, at
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the parafoveal eccentricities used in our experiments, due to the spatial frequency

bandwidth of the relevant neuronal populations. As a result, it would also be di�-

cult to discriminate between naturalistic and noise. In this way, spectral properties

could predict some of the variability in sensitivity. Finally, the marginal statistics,

and the simple cell cross-scale statistics, contributed little (less than 5%). Qualita-

tively similar estimates of parameter importance were obtained when only using one

principal component per parameter group. An important caveat to this analysis is

that there is redundancy across parameter groups (as discussed in Chapters 2 and

3). Thus, high accuracy achieved for any given set of parameters may reflect, in

part, other parameter groups. However, low accuracy for any group implies that

variability in that parameter alone has little predictive power.

As an independent control for the importance of the higher-order statistics, we re-

peated the entire procedure – measuring statistics, performing principal components

analysis, and predicting sensitivity – using the spectrally-matched noise images. This

analysis should only reflect the extent to which spectral properties of the image cat-

egories predict sensitivity, and indeed, despite including all parameter groups in the

analysis, we found an accuracy of only 12%. This accuracy is consistent with the

contribution of spectral statistics estimated in the analysis above.

In so far as perceptual sensitivity is related to the overall physiological response

di↵erence between naturalistic and noise (Figures 4.4 and 4.8), the above analy-

ses provide evidence that a combination of cross-scale, cross-position, and cross-

orientation complex cell dependencies, in that order, may be important for eliciting

both high perceptual sensitivity and, we infer, a di↵erential physiological response.

The predictive power of spectral properties additionally suggests that interactions

between image power spectra and, presumably, the underlying tuning of V2 neu-

rons contributes to the physiological response. As discussed above, this could arise
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trivially in so far as spectral properties control visibility. But there could also be

non-trivial interactions between spectral properties and the modulation depending,

for example, on the orientation and spatial-frequency tuning of V1 neurons pro-

viding input to a particular V2 neuron. All of these properties could be assessed

further by fitting rich hierarchical functional models to V2 neurons alongside careful

measurements of specific functional connectivity between neurons in the two areas.

The poor predictive accuracy of marginal statistics is notable given the con-

trol experiment described in Chapter 3, in which synthetic images matched only

for the marginal statistics of an original were found to yield reduced, but signif-

icant, response modulation in V2 neurons. However, as discussed in Chapter 3,

merely matching marginals, especially in images with low spatial frequencies, can

induce sharp discontinuities which yield magnitude dependencies across scales. The

poor predictive accuracy of the marginals, compared to the cross-scale and cross-

orientation statistics (Figure 4.10), suggests that in the electrophysiological experi-

ments, inadvertent imposition of those statistics, and not the marginals per se, may

have been driving the di↵erential responses. Further physiological control experi-

ments, in either human or macaque, using stimuli matched only for the cross-scale

or cross-position statistics, could be used to further explore this hypothesis [12].

The clear importance of magnitude correlations across scale is interesting be-

cause it has been largely ignored by previous e↵orts in V2, which instead focused

primarily on interactions among local orientations [8, 225, 236]. As noted in Chapter

3, those approaches also emphasized linear combinations of orientation; capturing

magnitude dependencies requires additional nonlinearities, even restricted to the do-

main of orientation (Figure 3.20). But our results further suggest that additional

investigations must use stimuli containing rich cross-scale dependencies. That there

are such dependencies in natural images is not immediately obvious when focus-
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ing on the elementary components that constitute shape, especially compared to

the intuitive way in which groups of local orientation appear to form curves and

contours. But cross-scale dependencies are readily apparent when analyzing the

statistical structure of images in terms of V1-like outputs (Figure 2.8), and appear

to play a role in the distinctive functional properties of V2 neurons.

4.4 Perceptual invariance

We have focused thus far on the conditions under which naturalistic images appear

distinct from spectrally-matched images. An orthogonal, but equally intriguing,

perceptual property of these stimuli is the fact that multiple stimuli matched in

their statistical properties appear similar. Figure 4.11 shows five images synthesized

for each of three texture categories. The five “samples” from each category are

matched for the same set of higher-order statistics, but are physically di↵erent

images. Comparing any two pixel-by-pixel reveals large di↵erences. Despite these

di↵erences, samples from each category are perceptually similar, and form clear

perceptual groups. Do neuronal responses in V2 support this perceptual property?

In the physiological experiments described in Chapter 3, we measured responses

to multiple image samples from each texture category. All analyses described thus

far averaged across responses to samples. Below, we describe three analyses that

assess the consistency of response across samples, at both the single-neuron and

neuronal-population level. In all of these analyses, we focused on responses to

naturalistic images, and ignored responses to spectrally-matched noise.
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Figure 4.11: For each texture category, multiple stochastic samples synthesized from

di↵erent noise images have the same higher-order statistics, but are physically distinct.

4.4.1 Invariance in single neurons

Do single neurons in V2 or V1 respond similarly to samples from the same texture

category? Even to repeated identical stimuli neuronal responses are variable, so

di↵erent samples are unlikely to elicit identical responses. However, if a neuron’s

response distinguishes di↵erent categories but is to some extent tolerant to sample-

to-sample variation, its response should vary less across samples within a category

than it does across the di↵erent categories.

For each neuron, we measured responses – specifically, spike counts – to 15

samples of each of 15 texture categories, each repeated 20 times. The raster in

Figure 4.12 depicts these di↵erent sources of variability; the 15 big rows correspond

to the 15 categories; within each big row, the 15 small rows are PSTHs, each

showing the response to a sample, averaged across the 20 repeats.
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Figure 4.12: For each neuron, responses were measured to multiple repeats of di↵erent

samples of each of several texture categories (left), and a nested ANOVA was used to

partition the sum of squares. An F -statistic (right) captured the ratio of variance across

categories to variance across samples within a category.

To assess sample-to-sample tolerance, we partitioned the total variance of the fir-

ing rates into components that captured variability across texture categories, across

the samples within each category, and across the repeats for each sample. This par-

tition was obtained using a “nested ANOVA”, which estimates the sum of squares

at each level of such a hierarchy, and yields F -statistics that capture ratios of vari-

ance at each pair of levels [206] (similar to a repeated measures ANOVA, but with

an extra level). We focused on the F -statistic that captured the ratio of variances

across categories to the variance across samples within a category. This statistic

will only be large when variability across samples is small relative to the variability
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Figure 4.13: In V1, and to some extent in V2, the F -statistic from Figure 4.12 was

larger for neurons with larger receptive field sizes.

across categories, which would be a single-neuron correlate of invariant or “tolerant”

responses to images of the same category.

Figure 4.12 shows distributions of this F -statistic across our neurons in V1

and V2. We performed the analysis after first applying a Freeman-Tukey variance-

stabilizing transformation on the raw firing rates f ,

f

0
=

p
f + 1 +

p
f (4.14)

We found a highly significant di↵erence in the F -statistic between V2 and V1,

whether computed in the log domain (P < 0.0001, t-test) or the linear domain

(P < 0.005); the log domain seems more appropriate because the F -distribution

has a long tail. This suggests that single neurons in V2, more so than in V1,

respond invariantly to multiple samples of a texture category. Unlike the modulation,

however, this di↵erence between the two areas was due in part to receptive field sizes.
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In V1, we found a significant correlation between the F -statistic and receptive field

size (Figure 4.13, r = 0.28, P < 0.05), though we did not find evidence for a

relationship in V2 (r = 0.21, P = 0.09) (both correlations were computed after

taking the log of the F -statistic). In the next section, we consider the consequences

of this increased invariance at the level of neuronal populations.

4.4.2 Visualizing and quantifying population responses

Single neurons in V2 responded more consistently across samples than neurons in

V1. But there was variability in the degree of consistency, and no neurons in either

area responded identically to all samples. More relevant to perception is the extent

to which the responses of neuronal populations in V1 and V2 to images from the

same category are similar. Here, we describe two methods for assessing invariance

at the population level. One is a visualization, the other a quantification.

Visualizing the responses of large populations is a common problem in sen-

sory neuroscience. Many methods aim to embed high-dimensional data in low-

dimensional maps that preserve as much data structure as possible. Common

methods include both linear mappings (e.g. principal components analysis and

multidimensional scaling), as well as nonlinear mappings (e.g. Sammon Mapping,

Isomap, and Local Linear Embedding). A common problem with these methods,

when applied to real data sets, is that they cannot simultaneously preserve both

global and local structure in the data. We used a recently developed method called

t-SNE, which largely overcomes this di�culty [56]. t-SNE is a modification of the

Stochasic Neighbor Embedding technique developed by Hinton and Roweis [105].

Briefly, SNE (and t-SNE) describe the relationship among data points in a high-

dimensional space, and in a corresponding low-dimensional space, probabilistically.
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Adapting the notation from Hinton and Roweis [105], we express our data points

as vectors ~x (e.g. containing the spike rate of multiple neurons to a single image).

The conditional probability that data point ~x
i

would pick ~x

j

as its neighbor is given

by a Gaussian,

p

j|i =
exp (�||~x

i

� ~y

j

||2/2�2
i

)P
k 6=i

exp (�||~x
i

� ~x

k

||2/2�2
i

)

(4.15)

where �

2
i

is the variance of the Gaussian. A similar conditional distribution is con-

structed for each of the data points ~y in the two-dimensional space,

q

j|i =
exp (�||~y

i

� ~y

j

||2/2)P
k 6=i

exp (�||~y
i

� ~y

k

||2/2) (4.16)

SNE uses gradient descent to find a set of data points ~y that minimizes the KL diver-

gence between these two conditional distributions. t-SNE uses a t-distribution in the

low dimensional space, rather than a Gaussian; the heavy tails of the t-distribution

better compensates for the “crowding” that arises when high-dimensional data are

packed into a low-dimensional space, and thus better preserves structure at multiple

scales [56].

We applied t-SNE to our population responses from V1 and V2.14 The input to

the algorithm was a set of 225 data vectors ~x
i

, each of which collected the firing

rates of all neurons in an area to a stimulus. We also normalized the data so that,

for each neuron, responses to the 225 images had mean 0 and standard deviation

1. We ran the algorithm multiple times to ensure convergence and stability of map

estimates. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show t-SNE-derived maps for V1 and V2, using

pictures to show the di↵erent images; Figure 4.16 shows the same results using

colored dots to indicate the di↵erent images, where each color is a texture category

and multiple dots of the same color are samples from the same category.
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Figure 4.14: t-SNE map for the V1 population response to 225 images.
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Figure 4.15: t-SNE map for the V2 population response to 225 images.
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Figure 4.16: Low-dimensional maps in V1 and V2 recovered by t-SNE. Each dot is an

image; dots of the same color are from the same texture category. Transparent circles

show category centroids.
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When dots of the same color are closer together, it suggests that the neuronal

responses to multiple samples of the same category are more similar. Although there

is some evidence of such clustering in V1, the visualizations suggests that clustering

substantially increases from V1 to V2.

To quantify this increase in clustering, we directly computed neuronal distances

within and across categories in each area (in the full-dimensional space of neuronal

response). For each pair of images, we computed within category squared distances,

d

within

= ||~x
i

� ~x

j

||2 (4.17)

for all (i, j) such that ~x
i

and ~x

j

are from the same texture categories. We similarly

computed

d

across

= ||~x
i

� ~x

j

||2 (4.18)

for all (i, j) such that ~x
i

and ~x

j

were from di↵erent texture categories. We then

computed histograms of these distances, separately for each area. If images of the

same category yield neuronal responses that are similar, the distribution of within-

category distances should be separated from the distribution of across-category

distances. We captured the separation between distributions by computing the

di↵erence in means divided by the standard deviation, which we refer to as d0.

Figure 4.17 reports these distributions, showing that there was separation –

evidence for clustering – in each population, but it was significantly higher in V2

than V1, with a d

0 1.7 times larger in V2 (P < 0.01, bootstrap test resampling

repeated presentations, all neurons included). However, we again wondered whether

this increased invariance was due to larger receptive field sizes in V2. For the full

population, receptive fields were larger in V2 (1.93±1.27

�) than in V1 (1.16±0.77

�)
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Figure 4.17: Distributions of distances in neuronal response space were computed sepa-

rately for images from the same category (dark) and di↵erent categories (light). Shaded

region indicates 2 standard deviations of a bootstrapped distribution obtained by resam-

pling repeated stimulus presentations. For each area we computed d0 as the di↵erence

between the distribution means divided by the standard deviation.

(mean ± sd). Following the approach of Rust and DiCarlo [189], we repeated

the population analysis on subpopulations with matched receptive fields. First, we

confirmed the di↵erences between V2 and V1 when restricting analysis to random

subset of 39 neurons (ignoring receptive field size); di↵erences were significant (P <

0.01, bootstrap test resampling neurons) and of similar magnitude, with d

0 1.8 times

larger in V2 than in V1. We then analyzed subsets of neurons from each area with

distributions of receptive field sizes matched for mean and variance. d

0 increased

slightly in V1, and there was a pronounced decrease in V2, eliminating the di↵erence

between areas (P > 0.05). Thus, both single neuron and population analyses show

that neurons in V2 support the perceptual similarity of statistically matched images,

but that capacity may in part reflect the larger receptive fields in V2.
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4.5 Discussion

We have identified two ways in which perceptual capabilities involving naturalistic

stimuli depend on neuronal signals in V2, but not V1. These results provide strong

evidence that V2 plays a direct functional role in representing properties of these

naturalistic stimuli. Alongside studies of disparity tuning [155, 156, 157], these

results provide some of the first specific links between perceptual capabilities and

V2 neurons.

First, we showed that perceptual performance discriminating naturalistic and

spectrally-matched noise stimuli was better for texture categories that modulated

V2 responses than for those that did not. We conjecture that these textures con-

tain more or stronger features that drive the elements of a functional mechanism

sensitive to local magnitude dependencies like that postulated in Chapter 3, thereby

evoking larger di↵erential responses in many V2 neurons, which in turn support the

perception of these textures. Our analysis of a large ensemble of textures suggests

that, indeed, the degree of cross-scale, cross-position, and cross-orientation mag-

nitude dependencies predicts sensitivity. We also suspect, however, that neurons

in V2 do not blindly signal the presence of these dependencies, but rather exhibit

selectivity or tuning to particular forms of dependency. The distribution of tuning

in V2 may result, at the population level, in the tendency for certain textures to be

more e↵ective than others. Future work can directly test this hypotheses by mea-

suring response modulation for textures matched to di↵erent subsets of statistics

[11], or by fitting nonlinear, hierarchical model to responses of individual V2 neurons

[203, 187, 186, 226].

We established the above relationship indirectly, by comparing psychophysical

performance (in humans), single unit responses (in anesthetized macaque), and
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fMRI responses (in humans performing an attentionally demanding fixation task).

To establish an even more direct relationship, we could measure V2 responses to

our stimuli in awake macaques performing a suitable version of our psychophys-

ical task; we could then relate neurometric and psychometric functions, and use

choice probability, alongside measures of local neuronal correlations, to infer direct

neuronal contributions to behavior [94, 153, 27, 26, 198]. Measuring perceptual

performance in macaques would also allow us to assess any species di↵erences in

the relative e�cacy of di↵erent texture categories, perhaps arising from di↵erent

visual experience during development. More generally, these stimuli could prove

useful for studying the development of selectivity in area V2; macaques could be

exposed, from birth, to particular texture categories, to test the hypothesis that ex-

posure is partly responsible for the e�cacy of some texture categories over others.

Because di↵erential responses to these stimuli are present throughout V2 but not

in V1, coarse, noninvasive measures, like fMRI or even EEG, could be use to track

V2-specific signals as a function of development [65, 4].

Second, we found that responses in V2, at both the single-neuron and popula-

tion level, were capable of supporting the perceptual similarity of physically-distinct

but statistically-matched texture samples. We can think of this property as an

“invariance”, whereby neuronal responses are tolerant to di↵erences in the precise

physical structure of a texture. Together with a presumed increase in selectivity to

these texture stimuli, our results suggest how both selectivity and invariance may

increase from V1 to V2, mirroring a similar e↵ort by Rust and DiCarlo (2011) to de-

scribe representational changes between V4 and IT [189, 76]. That study also found

that di↵erences in receptive field sizes were in part responsible for increases from

V4 to IT in tolerance to position, size, and context [189]. As those authors note,

however, increases in receptive field size are complicated by concomitant increases
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in selectivity. They found that IT neurons, along with showing more tolerance to

physical transformations, were also more sensitive than V4 neurons to scrambling

object features, analogous to our finding that V2 neurons were more sensitive to

the di↵erence between naturalistic and noise (recall that our noise images were gen-

erated by scrambling phase, a lower-level version of the object scrambling used by

Rust and DiCarlo, which preserved textural features while removing global object

properties). These increases in conjunction selectivity show that the transformations

from V1 to V2 and from V4 to IT cannot merely reflect linear magnifications of

receptive fields. We should thus interpret the concomitant increase in invariance as

an interaction between the increased selectivity for textural features and an increase

in receptive field size. Put another way, increasing receptive field size without in-

creasing selectivity should not produce clustering into di↵erent textural categories;

indeed, we found that matching receptive field sizes made V1 and V2 comparable

more because it reduced clustering in V2 more than because it increased clustering

in V1. This hypothesis could be further explored by simulating the responses of

model V1 and V2 neurons to these stimuli and assessing the e↵ect of receptive field

sizes on clustering.

The invariance described here may di↵er from the invariance commonly described

in the context of object recognition. Those studies have emphasized tolerance

to changes in the size or position of an object [14, 117, 115, 241, 189], rather

than tolerance to random structural variability. A series of elegant experiments by

DiCarlo and colleagues have provided compelling evidence that neurons in IT achieve

invariance to physical transformations because an animal ordinarily experiences a

stable world in which objects maintain their identity across changes, for example, in

an observer’s viewpoint [135, 136, 137, 47]. How might an observer learn invariances

for textural statistics? Exposure to physical transformations seems insu�cient –
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there is no simple transformation that turns one random sample of texture into

another. Rather, we may learn textural statistics as we sample, through fixations,

our visual environment. With each glance at a complex pattern, we acquire a new

sample of texture, and if we assume that the images we are seeing arise from a

common material, we may learn the set of higher-order statistics associated with

that material. We could test this hypothesis by performing, in the domain of texture,

experiments analogous to those performed by DiCarlo and colleagues, in which

ordinary experience is disrupted to “teach” neurons novel forms of invariance.

The invariances described in this chapter have focused on homogenous patches of

naturalistic texture. Perception of complex scenes depends on local computations

like those described here, operating at multiple locations across a heterogenous

image. In the next Chapter, we describe the perceptual consequences of such a

representation.

Notes

12We tried additionally restricting our experiment to the United States, but found that participa-

tion was higher and performance more stable when allowing turkers from all countries. Anecdotal

evidence suggests that most of our participants were from India.

13The procedure described here was inspired by a mixture model used in a clinical setting, to

pool multiple, potentially-unreliable first-year clinicians’ ratings of patients’ symptoms [53]. To

psychophysicists, this model may seem either unfamiliar, or familiar and troubling in so far as

it resembles high-threshold theory. But it is well motivated in this case. Lapse parameters are

commonly used when modeling psychophysical data, but lapse rates greater than 5% indicate that

subjects should be removed[235]. Our mixture model accepts and appropriately models a wider

variety of behaviors: some likely pay attention to every trial, some simultaneously play online poker

and perform the task carefully only every other trial, and some ignore the task entirely.

14We used publicly available code: http://homepage.tudelft.nl/19j49/t-SNE.html
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Chapter 5

Population representations in V2

predict visual metamers

5.1 Introduction

The concept of invariance has been emphasized throughout the study of the ventral

stream – the sequence of cortical areas from V1 to IT thought to be involved in rep-

resenting and recognizing visual objects. A key fact about functional organization in

the ventral stream is that receptive field sizes increase across successive areas. Many

models of pattern recognition in the ventral stream [90, 78, 49, 179, 197, 183, 173]

have proposed that such increases in spatial pooling provide invariance to geo-

metric transformations (e.g., changes in position or size). Physiological experi-

ments in inferotemporal cortex have identified neural correlates of invariant rep-

resentations [14, 117, 115, 241, 189], along with mechanisms by which the brain

may learn invariances by exploiting spatiotemporal dependencies in the visual input

[135, 136, 137, 47].

In the previous two Chapters, we showed that V2 neurons respond uniquely
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to a class of naturalistic stimuli, and we showed that their responses reflect both

perceptual sensitivity and invariance to the features of the stimuli. In particular,

statistically-matched images, physically di↵erent but belonging to the same category,

yielded similar population-level responses, more so in V2 than in V1. This result

implies that V2, along with explicitly encoding features of naturalistic stimuli, also

discards information from V1 so as to achieve a more invariant representation of

statistically-similar textures.

Compared to invariance to position or size, the invariance described in Chapter

3 is more stochastic in nature; images from the same texture category are related

not through a fixed set of physical transformations, but because they have the same

higher-order statistics. This invariance may, however, similarly depend on increases

in receptive field sizes, specifically from V1 to V2. Furthermore, although the

experiments described in Chapters 3 and 4 were restricted to a fairly narrow range

of receptive field sizes, we would expect the consequences of this “invariance” to be

even more pronounced for larger receptive fields. It is well established that within

individual ventral stream areas, receptive field sizes scale linearly with eccentricity,

and that this rate of scaling is larger in each successive area along the ventral stream,

providing a signature that distinguishes di↵erent areas (Figure 5.1) [81, 82, 62].

We hypothesize that the increase in spatial pooling, in successive ventral stream

areas, and with eccentricity, induces an irretrievable loss of information at each

stage of processing, and this loss of information should have perceptual conse-

quences. Stimuli that di↵er only in terms of this lost information will yield identical

population-level responses. If a human observer is unable to access the discarded in-

formation, such stimuli will be perceptually indistinguishable; thus, we refer to them

as metamers. Visual metamers were crucial to one of the earliest and most success-

ful endeavors in vision science – the elucidation of human trichromacy. Behavioral
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Figure 5.1: Receptive field sizes increase along the ventral pathway, and as a function of

eccentricity. Estimates of receptive field size adapted from [81, 82], and fit with a “hinged”

line. “Flower” plots (below) depict receptive fields as circles, with sizes governed by the

slope fit for each area.

experiments predicted the loss of spectral information in cone photoreceptors 100

years before the physiological mechanisms were confirmed [229]. The concept of

metamerism is not limited to trichromacy, however, and a number of authors have

used it to understand aspects of pattern or texture vision [104, 119, 125, 175].

We developed a population-level functional model for ventral stream computa-

tion in and beyond V1 that allowed us to synthesize, and examine the perception

of, a novel type of visual metamer. The model was based on the same two-stage

computation used in Chapters 2 and 3 to generate experimental stimuli and identify

novel di↵erential responses in V2 neurons. But we implemented the computation

within localized receptive fields, so as to process and synthesize images of complex
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inhomogenous natural scenes. The first stage of the model decomposes an image

with a population of oriented V1-like receptive fields. The second stage computes

local averages of nonlinear combinations of these responses over regions that scale

in size linearly with eccentricity, according to a scaling constant that we vary para-

metrically. Motivated by the results of Chapters 3 and 4, we refer to the two stages

as the “V1 model” and “V2 model”, but it is important to emphasize that the

parameters of each model, especially the V2 model, may not correspond to the re-

sponses of individual V2 neurons. Rather, we interpret the parameters as collectively

reflecting the population-level representation in V2.

Given a photographic image, we synthesized distinct images with identical model

responses, and asked whether human observers can discriminate them. From these

data we estimated the scaling constant that yielded metameric images, and found

that it was consistent with receptive field sizes in area V2. We also used our

model to explain the phenomenon of visual crowding [169, 132], in which humans

fail to recognize peripherally presented objects surrounded by clutter. Crowding

has been hypothesized to arise from compulsory pooling of peripheral information

[131, 164, 168, 91], and the development of our model was partly inspired by ev-

idence that crowding is consistent with a representation based on local texture

statistics [11]. Our model o↵ers an instantiation of this hypothesis, providing a

quantitive explanation for the spacing and eccentricity dependence of crowding ef-

fects, generalizing them to arbitrary photographic images, and linking them to the

underlying physiology of the ventral stream.
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5.2 Model structure and image synthesis

Our “V2 model” was motivated by known facts about cortical computation, human

pattern vision, and the functional organization of ventral stream receptive fields.

The underlying V1 representation uses a bank of oriented filters covering the visual

field, at all orientations and spatial frequencies. Simple cells encode a single phase at

each position; complex cells combine pairs of filters with the same preferred position,

orientation, and scale, but di↵erent phase [2]. The second stage of the model

was based directly on the algorithm for analyzing homogenous texture patterns

described in Chapters 3 and 4. It achieves selectivity for compound image features

by computing products between particular pairs of V1 responses (both simple and

complex) and averaging these products over local regions, yielding local correlations.

These correlations have been shown to capture key features of naturalistic texture

images, and have been used to explain some aspects of texture perception [87, 175,

10]. In Chapter 3, we showed that stimuli containing these correlations di↵erentially

drive V2 neurons. And as discussed in Chapter 3, local correlations are compatible

with models of cortical computation that propose hierarchical cascades of linear

filtering, point non-linearities, and pooling [90, 78, 2, 49, 201, 179, 52, 197] (Figure

3.20).

To complete the model we must specify the pooling regions over which pairwise

products of V1 responses are averaged. Receptive field sizes in the ventral stream

grow approximately linearly with eccentricity, and the slope of this relationship (i.e.

the ratio of receptive field diameter to eccentricity) increases in successive areas.

In our model, pooling is performed by weighted averaging, with smoothly overlap-

ping positive-valued weighting functions that grow in size linearly with eccentricity,

parameterized with a single scaling constant. Below, we present notation for the
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weighting functions, and then provide weighted versions of all the model parameters.

5.2.1 Pooling regions

The weighting functions, generically denoted w(i, j), are smooth and overlapping,

and arranged so as to tile the image (i.e., they sum to a constant). These functions

are separable with respect to polar angle and log eccentricity, ensuring that they

grow linearly in size with eccentricity (Figure 5.2). Weighting in each direction is

defined in terms of a generic mother window, with a flat top and squared cosine

edges:

f(x) =
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These window functions sum to a constant when spaced on the unit lattice. The

parameter t specifies transition region width, and is set to 1/2 for our experiments.

For polar angle, we require an integer number N
✓

of windows between 0 and ⇡. The

full set is:
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where n indexes the windows, w
✓

is width. For log eccentricity, an integer number

of windows is not required. However, to equate boundary conditions across scaling

conditions in our experiments, we center the outermost window on the radius of the

image (e
r

). And for computational e�ciency, we also do not include windows below

a minimum eccentricity – e0, approximately half a degree of visual angle in our
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stimuli. For lower eccentricities, pooling regions are extremely small and constrain

the model to reproduce the original image. Between the minimum and maximum

eccentricities, we construct N
e

windows:

g

n

(e) = f

✓
log(e)� [log(e0) + w

e

(n+ 1)]

w

e

◆
, w

e

=

log(e

r

)� log(e0)

N

e

,

n = 0 . . . N

e

� 1 (5.3)

n indexes the windows, w
e

is the width. The number of windows, N
e

determines the

ratio of radial full-width at half-maximum to eccentricity, which is reported as the

scaling. We can achieve an arbitrary scaling (i.e., a non-integer number of windows)

by releasing the constraint on the endpoint location. For each choice of scaling, we

choose an integer number of polar-angle windows (N
✓

) that yields an aspect ratio of

radial width to circumferential width of approximately 2. There are few studies on

peripheral receptive field shape in the ventral stream, but our choice was motivated

by reports of radially elongated receptive fields and radial biases throughout the

visual system [192, 182, 72]. Future work could explore e↵ects of both the scaling

and the aspect ratio on metamericity.

To use each window at di↵erent scales of the pyramid, we create an original

window in the pixel domain, and then blur and downsample the window so that it has

the correct spatial extent when applied to the blurred and downsampled versions of

the image at each level of the pyramid decomposition (i.e., we construct a “Gaussian

pyramid” for the window). The information captured by averages computed with

this full set of two dimensional windows is approximately invariant to global rotation

or dilation: shifting the origin of the log-polar coordinate system in which they are

defined would reparameterize the model without significantly changing the class of

metameric stimuli corresponding to a particular original image.
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5.2.2 Weighted statistics

Having specified the pooling regions (i.e. weighting functions), we can formulate

weighted versions of all the parameters described in Chapter 3. As in 3, we write

the nth subband as x
n

(i, j) or ~x
n

, we denote the simple cell responses (real part)

as s
n

(i, j) and the complex cell responses (square root of the sum of the squared

responses of symmetric and anti-symmetric filters) as denoted e
n

(i, j). The statistics

are:

(1) Weighted products of responses at nearby locations (i.e. weighted autocor-

relations) for simple cells are given by,

A

w
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Where (k, l) specifies spatial displacement, the summation is over (i, j), and µ

w

(~s
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)

is the weighted mean,

µ
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) =

X
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(i, j) (5.5)

And weighted complex cell autocorrelations are similarly given by,

B
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For both autocorrelations, we use spatial displacements in the range (�3  k 

3,�3  l  3).
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(2) Weighted products of complex cell responses with those at other orientations

and scales are given by

C
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X
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where indices (n,m) specify two subbands arising from filters at di↵erent orientations

at the same scale, or at di↵erent orientations and adjacent scales. We include 6

cross-orientation correlations at each scale, and 16 cross-scale correlations.

(3) Weighted products of simple cell responses with phase-doubled responses at

the next coarsest scale are given by,
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where indices (n,m) specify two adjacent scales (n is the finer scale).

(4) Weighted marginal statistics of order p are given by,
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yielding weighted skew and kurtosis as,
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5.2.3 Synthesis

Metameric images were synthesized to match a set of measurements made on an

original image. An image of Gaussian white noise was iteratively adjusted until

it matched the model responses of the original. Synthesizing from di↵erent white

noise samples yielded distinct images. This procedure approximates sampling from

the maximum entropy distribution over images matched to a set of model responses

[175]. We used gradient descent to perform the iterative image adjustments. For

each set of responses, we computed gradients, following the derivations in Portilla

and Simoncelli (2000) but including the e↵ects of the window functions. Descent

steps were taken in the direction of these gradients, starting with the low-frequency

subbands (i.e., coarse-to-fine). For autocorrelations, gradients for each pooling

region were combined to give a global image gradient on each step. Gradient

step sizes for each group of parameters were chosen to stabilize convergence. For

the cross correlations, single-step gradient projections were applied to each pooling

region iteratively.

We used 50 iterations for all images generated for the experiments. Parameter

convergence was verified by measuring one minus the mean squared error normalized

by the parameter variance. For samples synthesized from the same original image,

this metric was 0.99 ± 0.015 (mean ± standard deviation) across all images and

scalings used in our experiments. As an indication of computational cost, synthesis

of a 512⇥ 512 pixel image for a scaling of s = 0.5 took approximately 6 to 8 hours

on a linux workstation with 2.6 GHz dual Opteron 64-bit processor and 32 GB

RAM. Smaller scaling values require more windows, and thus more parameters and

more time. The entire set of experimental stimuli took approximately one month

to generate.
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5.2.4 Experimental stimuli

Stimuli were derived from four naturalistic photographs, three from the authors’

personal collection, and one courtesy of Rob Miner. One image depicts a natural

scene (trees and shrubbery), and the other three depict people and man-made

objects. For each photograph, we synthesized three images for each of six values of

the scaling parameter s. Pilot data showed that performance was at chance for the

smallest value tested, so we did not generate stimuli at smaller scalings.

5.3 Perceptual determination of critical scaling

5.3.1 Psychophysical methods

Task and subjects

Four observers (ages 24-32, three male, one female) with normal or corrected-to-

normal vision participated. Protocols for selection of observers and experimental

procedures were approved by the human subjects committee of New York University

and all subjects signed an approved consent form. One observer was the author of

this thesis; all others were naive to the purposes of the experiment.

Two observers (S3 and S4) were tested with eye tracking (see below), with

stimuli presented on a 22 flat screen CRT monitor at a distance of 57 cm. Two

observers (S1 and S2) were tested tested without eye tracking, with stimuli presented

on a 13 flat screen LCD monitor at a distance of 38 cm. In both displays, all images

were presented in a circular window subtending 26

� of visual angle and blended into

the background with a 0.75

� wide raised cosine. A 0.25

� fixation square was shown

throughout the experiment.
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Figure 5.3: In the ABX task, two distinct image samples were presented across two

intervals; after a pause, one of the two was repeated, and the observer indicated which

one.

Each trial of the “ABX” task (Figure 5.3) presented two di↵erent synthesized

image samples, matched to the model responses of a corresponding original image.

At the start of each trial, the observer saw one image for 200 ms. After a 500 ms

delay, the observer saw the second image for 200 ms. After a 1000 ms delay, the

observer saw one of the two images, repeated, for 200 ms. The observer indicated

with a key press whether the third image looked more like the first (“1”) or the

second (“2”). There was no feedback during the experiment. Before the experiment,

each observer performed a small number of practice trials (⇡ 5) with feedback to

become familiar with the task.

In the “V2 model” experiment, we used four original images and six scaling con-

ditions, and created three synthetic images for each original / scaling combination.

This yielded 12 unique ABX sequences per condition.15 In each block of the experi-

ment, observers performed 288 trials, one for each combination of image (4), scaling

(6), and trial type (12). Observers performed four blocks (1152 trials). Blocks were

performed on di↵erent days, so the observer never saw the same stimulus sequence

twice in the same session. Psychometric functions and parameter estimates were

similar across blocks, suggesting that observers did not learn particular features of
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any individual images. Results were also similar across the four original images, and

were thus combined.

Eye tracking

Two observers (S3 and S4) were tested while their gaze positions were measured

(500 Hz, monocular) with an Eyelink 1000 (SR Research) eye tracker, for all four

metamer experiments. A 9-point calibration was performed at the start of each

block. We analyzed the eye position data to discard trials with broken fixation.

We first computed a fixation location for each block by averaging eye positions

over all trials. This was used as fixation, rather than the physical screen center, to

account for systematic o↵set due to calibration error. We then computed, on each

trial, the distance of each gaze position from fixation; a trial was discarded if any

gaze position exceeded 2

�. We discarded 5% (S3) and 17% (S4) of trials across all

experiments. Using a more conservative (1�) threshold discarded more trials, but

did not substantially change psychometric functions or critical scaling estimates. By

only including trials with stable fixation, we ruled out the possibility that systematic

di↵erences in fixation among scaling conditions, presentation conditions, or models,

could account for our results.

5.3.2 Generation of metameric stimuli

If our model accurately describes the information captured (and discarded) in V2,

and human observers cannot access the discarded information, then any two images

that produce matching model responses should appear identical. To directly test

this assertion, we examined perceptual discriminability of synthetic images that were

as random as possible while producing identical model responses [175]. First, model
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responses were computed for a full-field photograph. Then synthetic images were

generated by starting from Gaussian white noise and iteratively adjusting them until

they matched the model responses of the original.

Figure 5.4 shows two such synthetic images, generated with a scaling constant

(derived from the experiments described below) that yields nearly indiscriminable

samples. The synthetic images are identical to the original near the intended fixation

point (red circle), where pooling regions are small, but features in the periphery are

scrambled, and objects are grossly distorted and generally unrecognizable. When

viewed with proper fixation, however, the two images appear nearly identical to the

original and to each other.

5.3.3 Perceptual determination of critical scaling

To test the model more formally, and to establish a specific link to area V2, we

measured the perceptual discriminability of synthetic images as a function of the

scaling constant used in their generation. If the model, with a particular choice

of scaling constant, captures the information represented in any visual area, then

model-generated stimuli will appear metameric. If the scaling constant is made

larger, the model will discard more information than the associated visual area, and

model-generated images will be readily distinguishable. If the model scaling is made

smaller, the model discards less information, and the images will remain metameric.

Thus, we seek the largest value of the scaling constant such that stimuli appear

metameric. This critical scaling should correspond to the scaling of receptive field

sizes in the area where the information is lost.

As a separate control for the validity of this paradigm, we also examined stimuli

generated from a “V1-only model” that only computes pooled V1 complex cell
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Figure 5.4: V2 model responses (upper left) were computed on an original image (upper

right), and new samples (bottom) were generated by matching an image of Gaussian noise

for the responses computed on the original.
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Figure 5.5: Metamers for the “V1 model” were generated by only computing (and

matching) spatial averages of the V1 responses. Images were again generated by matching

a noise image to the model responses computed on an original image.
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responses [41] (i.e., local spectral energy). This model used the same components

as the “V2 model”, but did not include the local correlations. Like the V2 model, the

V1-only model collapsed the computation into a single stage of pooling, instead of

building the V2 model on the responses of a pooled V1 stage (and previous stages,

such as the retina and LGN). This kind of simplification is common in modeling

sensory representations, and allowed us to develop a tractable synthesis procedure.

The “V1-only model” experiment was identical, except that it included 9 scaling

conditions, resulting in 384 trials per block. Observers performed three blocks (1152

trials). The critical scaling estimated for these stimuli should match the receptive

field sizes of area V1. Since the V2 model includes a larger and more complex set

of responses than the V1 model, we know a priori that the critical scaling for the

V2 model will be as large or larger than for the V1 model, but we do not know by

how much.

For each model, we measured the ability of human observers to distinguish

synthetic images generated for a range of scaling constants. All four observers

exhibited monotonically increasing performance as a function of scaling constant

(Figure 5.6). Chance performance (50%) indicates that the stimuli are metameric,

and roughly speaking, the critical scaling is the value at which each curve first rises

above chance.

To obtain an objective estimate of the critical scaling values, we derived an

observer model that used the same representation used to generate the matched

images. Our model assumes that an observer’s performance in the ABX experiment

is determined by a population of model neurons whose receptive fields grow with

eccentricity according to scaling parameter s0, and their performance depends on the

total squared di↵erence of those responses computed on the two presented images

generated with model critical scaling s. Here we derive a closed-form approximation
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Figure 5.6: Psychometric functions for four observers showing performance as a function

of the scaling of receptive fields in the model used to generate stimuli, for the V1 and

V2 models. Shaded regions, 68% bootstrapped confidence interval. Black lines, perfor-

mance of observer model with critical scaling and gain parameters chosen to maximize

the likelihood of the data.

to that squared di↵erence as a function of s0 and s. Let ~x be a vector of values

from an original image to be locally averaged (e.g., a vector containing pairwise

products of two orientation subbands). Let M be a matrix whose rows contain the

weighting functions (with sizes scaling according to s), that are used to compute

local averages. Assume that a second vector ~y was initially set to a vector of white

noise samples, ~n, and then adjusted so that M~x = M~y, i.e., the two images match
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with respect to the local averages computed by M . Define the projection matrix

P = M

T

�
MM

T

�1
M , which projects vectors into the space spanned by M . We

can rewrite ~y as the sum of two components,

~y = (I � P )~n+ P~x (5.12)

where I is the identity matrix, the first term is the component of ~n that lies in the

null space of M , and the second is constrained by the fact that ~y is matched to ~x

(i.e., M~x = M~y).

Now let R be the matrix that the observer uses to compute averages over regions

scaling with s0. We assume the discriminability of the two stimuli depends on the

sum of squared di↵erences between these averages. We can express the expected

value of this quantity, taken over instantiations of ~x and ~y that match the same

model measurements, as:

d

2
= E [||R~x�R~y||2]

= E [||R (((I � P )~x+ P~x)� ((I � P )~n+ P~x)) ||2]

= E [||R(I � P )(~x� ~n)||2]

(5.13)

where we use the definition of ~y from Eq 5.12 and rewrite ~x in a similar form.

Assuming that ~x and ~n are independent and have the same covariance matrix C,

we obtain:
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We can obtain a simple functional form for this expression by assuming that C is
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a multiple of the identity matrix. In general, the components of ~x (and ~n) are not

decorrelated, but the predicted discriminability is still valid within a scale factor, as

can be verified through simulation. After some matrix algebra, we obtain

d

2 / Tr(RR

>
)� Tr

⇣
R

>
RM

>
(MM

>
)

�1
M

⌘
(5.15)

This provides a closed-form expression for the overall error as a function of the

measurement matrices M and R. Finally, we wish to express this result in terms

of the scaling parameters for the synthesis model and the observer. This is easily

obtained from Eq 5.15 if we assume that (i) M and R compute local means within

blocks of fixed sizes m and r, respectively, (ii) m is an integer multiple of r (iii)

both m and r divide evenly into n, the length of ~x. For matrices with this structure,

we can express d2 as a function of m:

d

2
(m) /

8
<

:

n

r

2

�
1� r

m

�
m > r

0 m  r

(5.16)

This expression has a natural continuous generalization to handle smoothly overlap-

ping averages and non-integer ratios. The radial extent of our model pooling regions

is proportional to the scalings, so the average region size will be proportional to s

2,

with a proportionality constant that depends on the shape of the region. Replacing

m with s

2, and r with s

2
0, and absorbing the factor of n/r2 into a single scale

constant, gives the closed form approximation:

d

2
(s) ⇡

8
<

:
↵0(1� s

2
0/s

2
) s > s0

0 s  s0

(5.17)
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We empirically verified that this approximation holds for the smooth weighting func-

tions used in our model implementation. The proportionality factor, ↵0, is likely to

di↵er for each measurement in the model. If we assume that the observer performs

a weighted sum of the squared errors over the full set of measurements, then the

overall error will be of the same form as that of Eq 5.17. Notice that ↵0 scales the

magnitude of the squared di↵erence, without a↵ecting the point at which the curve

first exceeds 0 (i.e., s = s0). Thus, when fitting the data, the gain parameter cap-

tures variability in overall performance across observers and presentation conditions.

Finally, signal detection theory [139] describes the probability of a correct response

P

C

(s) in the ABX task as a function of the underlying di↵erence d

2
(s),

P

c

(s) = �

⇣
d

2
(s)/

p
2

⌘
�(d

2
(s)/2) + �

⇣
�d

2
(s)/

p
2

⌘
�(�d

2
(s)/2) (5.18)

where � is the CDF of the Normal distribution. We used the MATLAB fminsearch

routine to find the values of the gain factor (↵0) and the critical scaling (s0) that

maximized the likelihood of the data (proportion correct responses for each scaling)

under this model, for each subject and condition. We used bootstrapping to obtain

95% confidence intervals for the parameter estimates: we resampled the individual

trials with replacement, and refit the resampled data to reestimate the parameters.

The observer model provided an excellent fit to individual observer data for both

the V1 and V2 experiments (Figure 5.6). Critical scaling values (s0) were highly

consistent across observers, with most of the between-subject variability captured

by di↵erences in overall performance (↵0). As expected, the simpler V1-only model

required a smaller scaling to generate metameric images. Specifically, critical scaling

values for the V1 model were 0.26± 0.05 (mean ± sd), whereas values for the mid-

ventral model were roughly twice as large (0.48± 0.02).
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Figure 5.7: Critical scaling was measured under a bottom-up manipulation (extended

presentation time) and a top-down manipulation (directed attention) of performance.

Psychometric functions for the 200 ms, undirected attention condition are replotted from

Figure 5.6, with the same conventions.

5.3.4 Robustness to manipulations of performance

If metamerism reflects a structural limitation of the visual system, governed by the

eccentricity-dependent scaling of receptive field sizes, the e↵ects should be robust

to experimental manipulations that alter observer performance without changing

the spatial properties of the stimuli. To test this, we performed two variants of

the experiment, designed to alter performance through bottom-up and top-down

manipulations of the experimental task.

First, we repeated the original experiment with doubled presentation times (400

ms instead of 200 ms). Each observer performed either two or three blocks (576

or 864 trials). Fitting the observer model to data from four observers (Figure 5.7),
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we found that the gain parameter (↵0) was generally larger to account for increases

in performance, but that the critical scaling (s0) was statistically indistinguishable

from that estimated in the original experiment (P = 0.18, paired t-test).

In a second control experiment, we manipulated endogenous attention. At the

onset of each trial, a small arrow (1� long) was presented at fixation, pointing

toward the region in which the two subsequently presented stimuli di↵ered most.

It was presented for 300 ms, with a 300 ms blank period before and after. On

each trial, we computed the squared error (in the pixel domain) between the two

to-be-presented images, and averaged the squared error within each of six radial

sections. The line cue pointed to the section with largest squared error. Each

observer performed two blocks (576 trails). The fitted gain parameter was again

generally larger, accounting for improvements in performance, but the critical scaling

was statistically indistinguishable from that estimated in the original experiment

(Figure 5.7, P = 0.30; paired t-test). In both control experiments, the increase in

gain varies across observers, and depends on their overall performance in the original

experiment (some observers already have near-maximal performance).

5.4 Estimation of physiological locus

We compared the psychophysically estimated scaling parameters to physiological es-

timates of receptive field size scaling in di↵erent cortical areas. Functional magnetic

resonance imaging has been used to measure “population receptive fields” in humans

by estimating the spatial extent of a stimulus that contributes to the hemodynamic

response across di↵erent regions of the visual field [62]. Although these sizes grow

with eccentricity, and across successive visual areas, they include additional factors

such as variability in receptive field position and non-neural hemodynamic e↵ects,
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which may depend on both eccentricity and visual area. We thus chose to compare

our results to single-unit electrophysiological measurements in non-human primates.

5.4.1 Physiological measures of receptive field scaling

We performed a meta-analysis to estimate the relationship between physiologically

measured receptive field size and eccentricity in non-human primates. Measurements

of receptive field sizes are variable across di↵erent experiments because di↵erent

labs use di↵erent stimuli and mapping procedures [199, 227, 40]. To compare our

psychophysics to physiology, we considered a wide range of data sets: four in V2

[81, 82, 30, 5], five in V1 [81, 83, 40, 220, 6], and three in V4 [82, 140, 57]. Two

of these data sets were from owl monkey [5, 6], one from capuchin [83], and the

rest were from macaque.

For each visual area, we combined data across experiments and estimated vari-

ability by pooling the raw data (rather than the fits), matching sample sizes, and

resampling multiple times to obtain a 95% confidence interval on the slopes (Figure

5.8). Specifically, we determined the minimum number of cells across the data sets,

and on each iteration of a bootstrap, resampled that number with replacement from

each data set, and reestimated the slope of size versus eccentricity from the pooled

data. We fit the data with a two-parameter hinged line, with a constant minimum

size over some small range of eccentricities, followed by a linear relationship with

some slope (examples in Figure 5.1). For consistency, we used this “hinged line”

model to estimate all slopes, but we obtained similar results when using a linear

fit through 0. We also considered a straight line with variable intercept and slope

[62], but the hinged line fit the data well (error was comparable for the two fits)

and better matched the parameterization of our model. Variability across data sets
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tended to be largest at far eccentricities, and given that our visual stimuli only ex-

tended to 12.25 deg, we restricted our analysis of the physiology data to this range.

In some of the cited studies [81, 83, 82, 220, 30, 57], rectangular receptive field

sizes were mapped using a minimum response field procedure. To convert these

numbers to diameters of circular receptive fields, and partially compensate for the

bias toward smaller values inherent in this mapping technique [227, 40], we took the

average of the diameter associated with the corners and sides of the squares (i.e.,

we multiplied the reported diameters by (1 +

p
2)/2). Small modifications to any

of these aspects of the data analysis did not qualitatively change the comparison

between our psychophysics and the physiology (Figure 5.8).

5.4.2 Comparison to psychophysics

The meta-analysis of physiological data yielded scaling values of 0.21 ± 0.07 for

receptive fields in V1, 0.46± 0.05 for those of V2, and 0.84± 0.06 for those of V4

(mean with 95% confidence intervals). Moreover, for studies that used comparable

methods to estimate receptive fields in both V2 and V1, the average receptive field

sizes in V2 were approximately twice the size of those in V1, for both macaque and

human [81, 62, 199].

The full set of psychophysically-estimated critical scalings, across all of our ob-

servers and experiments, are summarized in Figure 5.8, along with these physio-

logical estimates of receptive field scaling. As expected, the critical scaling value

estimated from the “V1-model” experiment were well matched to the physiological

estimates of receptive field scaling for V1 neurons. For the “V2-model” experiment,

the critical scaling was roughly twice that of the V1 model, was well matched to

receptive field sizes of V2 neurons, and was substantially smaller than than those
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Figure 5.8: Summary of fitted critical scaling parameters for all experiments. Error

bars, 95% confidence intervals on parameter estimates obtained through bootstrapping.

Colored horizontal bars, physiologically measured receptive field scaling based on a meta-

analysis of ten datasets. Bar thickness, 95% bootstrapped confidence interval.

of V4. The scaling for the two control experiments were similar to those of the

original experiment, were closely matched to the scaling of receptive fields found

in area V2, and were much greater than the scaling found in the V1 metamer ex-

periment (P = 0.0064, extended presentation task, P = 0.0183, attention task;

paired t-test). We take this as compelling evidence that the metamerism of images

synthesized using our model arises in area V2.

5.5 Relationship to visual crowding

Our model implies severe perceptual deficits in peripheral vision, some of which

are revealed in the well-studied phenomenon known as visual crowding [169, 132].

Crowding has been hypothesized to arise from pooling or statistical combination in
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the periphery [131, 164, 168, 91, 11], and thus emerges naturally from our model.

Crowding is typically characterized by asking observers to recognize a peripheral

target object flanked by two distractors at varying target-to-flanker spacings. To

qualitatively link our model to visual crowding, we generated metameric synthetic

images based on stimuli commonly used in crowding experiments. Figure 5.9 shows

many such demonstrations (adapted from [169]). The column on the left depicts a

series of crowding demonstrations. In the middle column, we synthesized metamers

using a fixation location close to the objects. In the right most column, we syn-

thesized metamers using a fixation far from the objects. Only for the far fixation is

there apparent jumbling or scrambling of the objects, suggesting the appearance of

crowded objects. This link is only qualitative, but suggests that the information lost

by the model, and the distortions that result, are consistent with the phenomeno-

logical experience of crowding [12].

To establish a quantitative link, we exploited the well-characterized dependence

of crowding of spacing and eccentricity. Our model parameterizes the scale of

eccentricity-dependent pooling. Crowding experiments have similarly estimated the

scale of crowding e↵ects, by measuring the “critical spacing” between target and

flankers at which performance reaches threshold. That critical spacing is largely

independent of stimulus size and increases proportional to eccentricity [132, 169],

with reported rates ranging from 0.3 to 0.6. Our estimates of critical scaling for the

V2 model metamers lie within this range, but the substantial variability (which arises

from di↵erent choices of stimuli, task, number of targets and flankers, and threshold)

renders this comparison equivocal. Moreover, a direct comparison may not even

be warranted, because it implicitly relies on an unknown relationship between the

pooling of model responses and the degradation of recognition performance.

So, we performed an additional experiment to determine directly whether our V2
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Figure 5.9: Crowding was simulated by applying the model to a set of crowding demos

(adapted from [169]). In the column on the left, for each triplet of objects (each row),

it should be easy to recognize the middle object when fixating near it (the plus) but not

when fixating far away (the minus). Metamers were generated using the same two fixation

locations (middle and right columns); only for the far fixation are the objects scrambled

and jumbled.
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model could predict recognition performance in a crowding task. The experimental

design was inspired by a previous study linking statistical pooling in the periphery

to crowding [11]. Briefly, the link relies on comparing recognition in two exper-

iments: one that measures performance identifying a crowded, peripheral target

object among distractors, and another that measures performance identifying the

same object in a metamer generated from the peripheral display.

5.5.1 Crowding methods

Five observers participated in the crowding experiments (one of whom also partic-

ipated in the experiments described above) (ages 24-32, three male, two female).

Stimuli were presented on a 13 flat screen LCD monitor at a distance of 38 cm.

Each observer performed two tasks: a peripheral recognition task on triplets of let-

ters, and a foveal recognition task on synthesized stimuli, similar to the experiments

in described in [11]. In the first task, each trial began with a 200 ms presentation of

three letters in the periphery, arranged along the horizontal meridian. Letters were

uppercase, in the Courier font, and 1� in height. The target letter was centered at 6�

eccentricity, and the two flanker letters were presented left and right of the target.

All three letters were drawn randomly from the alphabet without replacement. We

varied the center-to-center spacing between the letters, from 1.1

� to 2.8

� (all large

enough to avoid letter overlap). Observers had 2 s to identify the target letter with

a key press (1 out of 26 possibilities, chance = 4%). Observers performed 48 trials

for each spacing. For each observer, performance was fit with a cumulative Weibull

function by maximizing likelihood. Spacings of 1.1, 1.5, and 2

� corresponded to

approximately 50%, 65%, and 80% performance, respectively; these spacings were

used to generate synthetic stimuli for the foveal task (see below). To extend our
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range of performance, two observers were run in an additional condition (8� ec-

centricity, 0.8�, 1� spacing) yielding approximately 20% performance. For these

observers, the same condition was included in the foveal task.

We used our V2 model to synthesize stimuli from letter triplets (comparable to

the letter rows from Figure 5.9). To reduce the number of syntheses, we synthesized

stimuli containing triplets along eight radial arms, but eccentricity, letter size, font,

and letter-to-letter spacing were otherwise identical. For each image of triplets we

generated nine di↵erent synthetic stimuli: three di↵erent spacings (1.1, 1.5, 2�)

for each of three di↵erent model scalings (0.4, 0.5, 0.6) centered roughly around

the average critical scaling estimated in our metamer experiment. We synthesized

stimuli for 56 unique letter triplets; letter identity was balanced across experimental

manipulations. On each trial of the foveal recognition task, one of the triplets from

the synthesized stimuli was presented for 200 ms, and the observer had 2 s to identify

the middle letter. The observer saw each unique combination of triplet identity,

spacing, and scaling only once. Trials with di↵erent spacings were interleaved, but

the three di↵erent model scalings were performed in separate blocks (with random

order).

5.5.2 Crowding results

First, we measured observers’ ability to recognize target letters presented peripherally

(6�) between two flanking letters, varying the target-to-flanker spacing to obtain

a psychometric function (Figure 5.10, left). We then generated metamers and

measured the ability of observers to recognize the letters in the metamers under

foveal viewing. Recognition failure (or success) for a single metamer cannot alone
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Figure 5.10: (Left) Performance recognizing the central letter in a triplet varied as a

function of letter-to-letter spacing (black dots). Black line, best fitting Weibull function;

gray shaded region, 95% confidence interval obtained through bootstrapping. Metamers

were synthesized for each stimulus, with three di↵erent scalings, and observers recognized

the letter in the synthetic image (colored dots). (Right) Performance on the two tasks

was only similar for a scaling of 0.5, closely matched to V2.

indicate crowding (or lack thereof), but average performance across an ensemble of

metamers quantifies the limitations on recognizability imposed by the model.

Average recognition performance for the metamers was well matched to that

of their corresponding letter stimuli (Figure 5.10, left), for metamers synthesized

with scaling parameter s = 0.5 (the average critical scaling estimated for our human

observers). For metamers synthesized with scaling parameters of s = 0.4 or s = 0.6,

performance was significantly higher or lower, respectively (P < 0.0001; paired t-

test). These results were consistent across all observers, at all spacings, and for two

di↵erent eccentricities, as summarized in Figure 5.10.
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5.5.3 Consequences for other visual tasks

The fact that the model operates on arbitrary photographic images allows general-

ization of the laboratory phenomenon of crowding to complex scenes and everyday

visual tasks. For example, crowding places limits on reading speed, because only a

small number of letters around each fixation point are recognizable [167]. Model-

synthesized metamers can be used to examine this “uncrowded” window (Figure

5.11). We envision that the model could be used to optimize fonts, letter spacings,

or line spacings for robustness to crowding e↵ects, potentially improving reading

performance. There is also some controversial evidence linking dyslexia to crowd-

ing with larger-than-normal critical spacing [84, 169, 144, 242], and our model and

paradigm might serve as a useful tool for investigating this hypothesis; Figure 5.11,

for example, shows a metamer of text generated with a larger-than-normal critical

scaling, which reveals a much smaller window around fixation within which letters

are recognizable. Our experimental paradigm could also be used to measure and

compare critical scaling in normal and dyslexic subjects, using natural photographic

stimuli rather than letters, which could help isolate di↵erences in basic perceptual

processing. Corresponding fMRI experiments could measure receptive field scaling

in early visual areas [62], and possibly identify physiological correlates of variability

in critical scaling across subjects.

Figure 5.12 provides additional metamers, depicting how camouflaged objects,

which are already di�cult to recognize foveally, blend into the background when

viewed peripherally. These images suggest how peripheral representations may im-

pede performance when searching for an object amongst a background of distrac-

tors. Along similar lines, Rosenholtz et al. (2012) showed that texture statistics can

capture a variety of well-known e↵ects and asymmetries involving visual search.
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Metamer (center)“Dyslexic” metamer

Figure 5.11: Dyslexia may in part reflect excessive pooling in the periphery. Metamers

were synthesized from a block of text (from Herman Melville’s Moby Dick), at two lo-

cations (red dots) reflecting the typical distances observers traverse while reading. Two

metamers were generated using the V2 scaling (right), and one (lower left) was generated

using a higher scaling (0.75). Larger scaling (and thus more crowding) may be a factor

in dyslexia.
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Figure 5.12: (Left) The notoriously hard to find Waldo blends into the distracting

background and is only recognizable when fixated. Cross-hairs indicate the location of

the fovea used by the model during synthesis. (Right) A soldier in Afghanistan wears

patterned clothing to blend into the stoney texture of the environment.
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5.6 Discussion

We have constructed a model for visual scene representation in V2, based on local

correlations among V1 responses within eccentricity-dependent pooling regions. We

have developed a method for generating complex heterogenous images with identi-

cal model responses, and used these synthetic images to show that: (1) when the

pooling region sizes of the model were set correctly, images with identical model

responses were indistinguishable (metameric) to human observers, despite substan-

tial variation among features in the periphery; (2) the critical pooling size required

to produce metamericity was robust to bottom-up and top-down manipulations of

discrimination performance; (3) critical pooling sizes were consistent with the ec-

centricity dependence of receptive field sizes of neurons in ventral visual area V2;

and (4) the model predicted degradations of peripheral recognition due to visual

crowding, as a function of both spacing and eccentricity.

Perceptual deficits in peripheral vision have been recognized for centuries. Most

early literature focuses on the loss of acuity that results from eccentricity-dependent

sampling and blurring in the earliest visual stages. Crowding is a more complex

deficit [21]. In a prescient article in 1976, Jerome Lettvin gave a subjective account

of this phenomenon, describing letters embedded in text as having “lost form without

losing crispness,” and concluding that “the embedded [letter] only seems to have a

statistical existence” [131]. Lettvins article seems to have drifted into obscurity, but

these ideas have been formalized in recent literature that explains crowding in terms

of excessive averaging or pooling of features [164, 168, 91, 11]. Balas et. al. (2009),

in particular, hypothesized that crowding is a manifestation of the representation of

peripheral visual content with local summary statistics. They showed that human

recognition performance for crowded letters was matched to that of foveally viewed
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images synthesized to match the statistics of the original stimulus (computed over

a localized region containing both the letter and flankers).

Our model provides an instantiation of these pooling hypotheses that operates

over the entire visual field, which, in conjunction with our synthesis approach, en-

abled several scientific advances. First, we validated the model with a metamer

discrimination paradigm, which provides a more direct test than comparisons to

recognition performance in a crowding experiment. Second, the parameterization of

eccentricity dependence allowed us to estimate the size of pooling regions, and thus

to associate the model with a distinct stage of ventral stream processing. Third,

our implementation allowed us to examine crowding in stimuli extending beyond a

single pooling region, and thus to account for the dependence of recognition on

both eccentricity and spacing – the defining properties of crowding [169].

The interpretation of our experimental results relies on assumptions about the

representation of, and access to, information in the brain. This is perhaps best

understood by analogy to trichromacy [229]. Color metamers occur because infor-

mation is lost by the cones and cannot be recovered in subsequent stages. But

color appearance judgements clearly do not imply direct, conscious, access to the

responses of those cones. Analogously, our experiments imply that the information

loss ascribed to areas V1 and V2 cannot be recovered or accessed by subsequent

stages of processing (two stimuli that are V1 metamers, for example, should also

be V2 metamers). But this does not imply that observers directly access the in-

formation represented in V1 or V2. Indeed, if observers could access V1 responses,

then any additional information loss incurred when those responses are combined

and pooled in V2 would have no perceptual consequence, and the stimuli generated

by the V2 model would not appear metameric!

The loss of information in our model arises directly from its architecture – the
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set of statistics, and the pooling regions over which they are computed – and this

determines the set of metameric stimuli. Discriminability of non-metameric stimuli

depends on the strength of the information preserved by the model, relative to noise.

As seen in the presentation time and attention control experiments, manipulations

of signal strength did not alter the metamericity of stimuli, and thus did not a↵ect

estimates of critical scaling. These results are also consistent with the crowding

literature. Crowding e↵ects are robust to presentation time [214], and attention can

increase performance in crowding tasks while yielding small or no changes in critical

spacing [132, 196]. Certain kinds of exogenous cues, however, may reduce critical

spacing [238], and perceptual learning has been shown to reduce critical spacing

through several days of intensive training [44]. If either manipulation were found to

reduce critical scaling (as estimated from a metamer discrimination experiment), we

would interpret this as arising from a reduction in receptive field sizes, which could

be verified through electrophysiological measurements.

From a physiological perspective, our model is deliberately simplistic: We expect

that incorporating more realistic response properties (e.g., spike generation, feed-

back circuitry) would not significantly alter the information represented in model

populations, but would render the synthesis of stimuli computationally intractable.

Despite the simplicity of the model, the metamer experiments do not uniquely con-

strain the response properties of individual model neurons. This may again be

understood by analogy with the case of trichromacy: color matching experiments

constrain the linear subspace spanned by the three cone absorption spectra, but do

not uniquely constrain the spectra of the individual cones [229]. Thus, identifica-

tion of V2 as the area in which the model resides does not imply that responses of

individual V2 neurons encode local correlations.

The experiments described in Chapters 2 and 3 provided more direct evidence
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linking this model to V2, and to specific perceptual capabilities that may rely on the

responses of individual V2 neurons to homogenous texture patterns. In particular,

as described in Chapter 3, statistically-matched homogenous textures yielded similar

neuronal population responses in V2. That result suggests a specific neurophysio-

logical basis for the metamerism described here, but a more direct test would be to

measure the responses of entire neuronal populations in V2 while presenting full-field

metamer stimuli. This could be accomplished through array recordings or imaging

in non-human primates, or through fMRI adaptation experiments in humans. At

the same time, even the single-unit physiological experiments described in Chap-

ters 3 and 4 did not constrain precisely the computations performed by individual

neurons in V2. Those experiments established an overall di↵erential response to

stimuli with the naturalistic features captured by the model, which suggests, but

does not demonstrate, that individual V2 neurons are selective to particular model

components.

Finally, one might ask why the ventral stream discards such a significant amount

of information. Theories of object recognition posit that the growth of receptive field

sizes in consecutive areas, as well as with eccentricity, confers invariance to geomet-

ric transformations, and cascaded models based on filtering, simple nonlinearities,

and successively broader spatial pooling have been used to explain such invariances

measured in area IT [179, 241, 197, 183]. Our model closely resembles the early

stages of these models, but our inclusion of eccentricity-dependent pooling, and

the invariance to feature scrambling revealed by the metamericity of our synthetic

stimuli, seems to be at odds with the goal of object recognition [189, 60, 61]. One

potential resolution of this conundrum is that the two forms of invariance arise in

distinct parallel pathways. An alternative possibility is that a texture-like represen-

tation in the early ventral stream provides a substrate for object representations in
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later stages. Such a notion was suggested by Lettvin, who hypothesized that “tex-

ture, somewhat redefined, is the primitive stu↵ out of which form is constructed”

[131]. If so, the metamer paradigm introduced here may provide a powerful tool

for exploring the nature of invariances arising in subsequent stages of the ventral

stream.

Notes

15There are six ways to order two of the three images, which determines the first two images

in the ABX sequence. In each case, there are two choices for the probe image. So there are 12

unique sequences total.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis we have described a set of novel, behaviorally-relevant response prop-

erties that distinguish neurons in the second visual area of both macaques and

humans. We accomplished this by using a model of natural image statistics to

generate experimental stimuli, and used those stimuli in physiological and percep-

tual experiments in humans and macaques. We were able to interpret the unique

physiological responses in V2 in terms of a family of hierarchical models. We also

linked the physiological responses to perceptual capabilities, thereby establishing a

functional role for neuronal responses in V2. In both perceptual and physiological

experiments, we described a form of perceptual invariance related to the processing

of these stimuli that is notable both for its similarities to, and di↵erences from,

conceptions of invariance employed in the study of shape and object representation.

In the context of a population model for V2, we showed that these invariances have

profound consequences for the capabilities and limits of everyday vision.

Below, we summarize the four most important conceptual and methodological

advances of the work, and then note its limitations and discuss four avenues for

future exploration.
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6.1 Summary of contributions

6.1.1 Artificial versus natural stimuli

A widespread debate in sensory neuroscience is whether to use natural or artificial

stimuli. Advocates of natural stimuli recognize that they become unwieldy when

fitting functional models to describe the responses of cortical neurons, but claim

that only they contain the features that will drive neurons with complex selectivity,

like those in V2 or higher areas, to respond. Advocates of artificial stimuli have

recognized that they may not contain all of those features, but prefer to retain the

control that artificial stimuli a↵ord. Our success in V2 using synthetic “naturalistic”

stimuli may point to a new middle ground in this debate that should prove useful

not only in vision, but also in other sensory domains [145]

6.1.2 Framework for hierarchical modeling

The experimental approach we used is unusual in sensory neuroscience, in that

we used a model to generate targeted experimental stimuli for testing hypotheses

about neurons, rather than to describe their responses to arbitrary inputs. But we

exploited our understanding of the stimulus generation – the statistical properties

imposed in synthetic images – to propose a family of computations capable of

explaining some of the response properties we observed. The proposed computations

fit broadly within the tradition of feedforward models of cortical processing, but also

emphasize new components that have been ignored in previous e↵orts to describe V2,

although discussed widely in the context of image modeling and computer graphics.

Contextualizing models of neuronal function among studies of image statistics [195]
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is a powerful approach that will prove important as we further develop the model

proposed here.

6.1.3 Using perception to guide physiology

This thesis began with physiology, followed by perceptual correlates and conse-

quences. But we performed the research in the opposite order. We began with

the perceptual demonstration of information loss described in Chapter 5, and were

inspired by those results to use related stimuli in physiological experiments. That

behavioral demonstrations of information loss can place powerful constraints on

physiological representation is well known to students of trichromacy, but has been

used rarely in the study of pattern vision. Furthermore, many of the perceptual

experiments described in Chapter 4 were performed alongside the initial physiology

experiments, and helped guide their design. This work thus stands as a testament to

the usefulness of perception in guiding investigations of intermediate representations

deep within an information processing system.

6.1.4 Emphasizing stu↵ over things

Our success in V2 stemmed partly from critiquing the intuition that V2 neurons

must encode the the feature combinations that are useful for segmenting scenes

and individuating shapes and objects. The reality of vision is that the world largely

consists of messy, complicated stu↵ [3, 1]. Our experience of apprehending objects

leads us to believe that we delineate the mess into precise contours and boundaries,

but that does not imply that the visual system does it that way, especially not in

its intermediate stages. We were able to di↵erentiate V2 neurons from V1 using

stimuli based more on stu↵ than on things. Although we do not yet understand how
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sensitivity to the statistical properties of these stimuli relates to object recognition,

if it does at all, we suspect that it reflects a key stage of intermediate representation

in the primate visual system.

6.2 Future work

Despite the advances presented in this thesis, we have only opened a crack in a

very large door. Compared to our understanding of earlier areas, we are far from

understanding neurons in V2. We do not yet know what mechanisms give rise to the

distinctive responses we measured in V2, and we do not know along what dimensions

individual neurons in V2 are selective or invariant. Below are four directions for

future work, inspired by the approaches taken thus far.

6.2.1 Fitting nonlinear hierarchical models

We proposed a hierarchical “subunit” model capable of explaining the di↵erential

response to naturalistic stimuli found in V2. In its most general form, the model can

exhibit both selectivity and invariance to complex magnitude relationships among

orientations, spatial frequencies, and positions. The model reflects existing e↵orts

in statistical modeling of images [195, 123], computer graphics [175], and canonical

cascade models of cortical visual processing [36]. In future work, we should further

explore the relationship between these e↵orts, and assess the consequences of in-

corporating additional components, like normalization [97], to our proposed model.

Of particular theoretical interest is how implicit representations of magnitude de-

pendencies, e.g. through normalization in V1, relate to explicit representations that

may appear in downstream areas. In the physiology, we can explore these and other
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ideas by directly fitting the model to data, and by relating it to the circuitry between

V1 and V2. Similar questions may also be fruitfully explored in other systems where

the underlying circuitry is more tractable [162, 160, 161, 71].

6.2.2 Generating new synthetic stimuli

We generated synthetic naturalistic stimuli using an existing model [175]. Having

established response properties in V2 related to these stimuli, it would be useful to

develop a new model for image synthesis, alongside, and tightly yoked, to more direct

physiological characterization. Integrating model and stimuli has many advantages:

it makes it more tractable to fit a model to neural responses, it clarifies how particular

aspects of the stimuli might bias the fits, it allows expansions of the model to occur

alongside concomitant changes to the stimuli, and it helps ensure that the stimuli

e↵ectively sample the space described by the model. The latter benefit could be

enhanced through online synthesis during experiments. Adaptive stimuli have long

been used in psychophysics [233], but only recently in physiology [134, 38, 108].

Our paradigm, emphasizing stimulus synthesis in complement to model fitting, is

well-posed to incorporate online stimulus design.

6.2.3 Reconceptualizing invariance

The statistical invariance we identified with our textures seems complementary to

the invariance to changes in position and size and other physical properties de-

scribed in studies of object representation. Invariances to physical changes can be

readily expressed in terms of the transformations, but it is non-trivial to specify a

computation that would yield a constant and selective response in spite of the trans-

formation; indeed, this is the “heart” of the object recognition problem [60, 61]. In
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contrast, for an invariant representation of statistical properties, we can specify a

computation that yields a constant response to a self-similar family of stimuli – the

texture model employed in Chapters 2 and 3 provides such an example – but it is

di�cult, if not meaningless, to express the corresponding physical transformations;

try describing how one patch of grass turns into another. Are these two forms of

invariance encoded separately in the visual system, or are they intermingled? If they

are learned through experience, is the form of learning similar? Studying the trans-

formation from V2 to V4 could be particularly informative, as V4 neurons encode

contours and exhibit some of the position and size insensitivity found downstream,

but presumably receive inputs that signal the kinds of statistical selectivities and

invariances identified here.

6.2.4 From textures to objects?

We have focused almost entirely on texture in V2, but the brain must eventu-

ally encode information about the shapes and identities of objects. It remains

unclear how texture contributes to that goal. One possibility is that there be-

gins in V2 a fundamental separation between two modes of processing. There

is a long history in visual neuroscience in drawing a set of related distinctions:

things/stu↵, objects/texture, attentive/preattentive, conscious/unconscious, recog-

nition/navigation, foveal/peripheral. It seems plausible that the representations we

have identified are specific to the parafovea, and used primarily for downstream

signals that emphasize navigation and coarse scene geometry, whereas processing

in the fovea is something else entirely. But another possibility is that, at least at

the level of V2, there is no hard line between the specific feature combinations that

comprise objects, and the statistics of local features that characterize textures. They
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are intermingled in V2, and both subserve downstream processing. Characterizing

the heterogeneity of selectivity across large populations of V2 neurons, including

those closer to the fovea, is an important goal for future work.

As we and others make progress ascending the hierarchy from V1 to V2, and

as other groups continue to explore representations further downstream, the goal

of achieving a complete understanding of computational transformations along the

primate visual visual pathway begins to feel within reach.
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